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ABSTRA CT
P R E C IS IO N  M E A S U R E M E N T O F R E L A T IV E  
D IP O LE  M A T R IX  E LEM EN TS IN  A T O M IC  S O D IU M
Rodney P. Meyer 
Old Dominion University, 1995 
Director: Dr. Mark D. Havey 
Relative dipole matrix elements are measured by means of a new spectroscopic 
technique called polarization interference spectroscopy. It is a two-color two-photon 
nonresonant process that maps the matrix elements into the energy domain by means of 
quantum mechanical interference. The technique measures the relative magnitude of the 
reduced matrix elements, particularly those involving excited states, to accuracies that are 
an order of magnitude better than previously available. Also, for the first time the relative 
phase of the reduced matrix elements is measured. The ratio of reduced matrix elements 
for the transitions 3s 2Sl/2 ~>3p 2P3/2 ->5s 2S,/2 to 3s 2S]/2 ->3p 2P)/2 ->5s 2S1/2 in sodium is 
+1.0012(12). This result is in agreement with the result of +1 for J independent matrices.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest successes in the measurements of atomic processes is the 
determination of energy levels, which is typically done to eight significant digits. Extensive 
development of experimental techniques and equipment in this field makes for accurate 
evaluations. By comparison, other atomic properties such as polarizabilty and radiative 
lifetimes fare poorly. Due to inherent difficulties these measurements are typically accurate 
to only two significant digits, and for some difficult states the accuracy is much worse, if 
data are available at all. A  technique that blends these two categories may help bring the 
accuracy of spectroscopic and time standards work to the bear on other atomic 
measurements.
Precise measurements of atomic properties are important in a great variety of areas 
in both fundamental and applied physics. In the study of stellar atmospheres, excited state 
transition probabilities from several lower states are crucial in determining the elemental 
composition of the star by the line growth method [1]. New lasers and their designs also 
require these numbers [2]. Many industrial processes, including integrated chip 
manufacturing, use plasmas for production. The difficulties in designing and optimizing 
these industrial processes is made more so by lack of accurate data on oscillator strengths. 
This is also a problem in the design and operation of discharge lamps. In fundamental 
physics, interest for this work may be found in the field of atomic parity violation. 
Extremely precise values are needed to test theoretical calculations of atomic 
wavefunctions. These values are then used to extract the effect due to just parity violating
1
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interactions. One needs to be able to test the atomic wavefunctions to an accuracy greater 
than that of the parity violation effect.
Oscillator strengths or related radiative lifetimes are determined by several 
different methods. A  straightforward method is to pulse-excite the state under 
investigation and then measure its exponential decay. The limit to the accuracy here is first 
the linearity of the detection. The detector may be saturated initially and then background 
signals can be a problem toward the tail of the decay curve. If  these instrumental 
difficulties are accounted for there are still problems associated with other real processes. 
Collisions that occur during the lifetime of the excited state and radiation trapping which 
can repopulate the excited state leading to systematic errors.
A practical pulsed decay measurement can be done using delayed coincident 
techniques [3]. In this case, the distribution of measurements of the difference in arrival 
time between a photon showing the decay of a single atom into a state and a photon 
showing a decay of the same atom out of the state, will yield the lifetime of that state.
A continuous emission type measurement can be done in an arc [4]. The strengths 
of all the emission lines are recorded. If  one knows the temperature of the arc, then the 
population densities of the various states are known, and the oscillator strengths can be 
derived. This approach requires the arc be homogeneous in density and temperature.
One can also determine oscillator strengths from the frequency dependence of the 
index of refraction near the resonance line by the so-called hook method [5]. The hook 
method gets its name from the dispersive shape of the interference fringes near the 
resonance line. However, knowledge of atomic density is required to isolate the oscillator
2
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strength. This makes it difficult to obtain the needed precision. Relative oscillator 
strengths may be measured to ~ 1% accuracy
Another method that suffers from a similar shortcoming is total absorption[6].
Here the amount of light absorbed in an optically thin vapor is proportional to the 
oscillator strength and number of absorbers. In one experiment, this method was made 
more precise by using an atomic beam that was subsequently deposited on a sensitive 
balance[7].
A  final approach uses the natural linewidth and its relationship to the lifetime of the 
state[8]. However, removing all effects of collisional and Doppler broadening in this 
method is difficult.
The method described in this dissertation is new and fundamentally different from 
all of those previously discussed. The techniques described above seek to map the 
oscillator strengths onto a time or intensity basis. On the other hand, the technique 
presented here, maps the matrix element onto a spectral basis. This approach has two 
distinct advantages. The first is that the finely honed equipment and techniques of 
spectroscopy can be used to increase greatly the accuracy of the measurement. Second, 
fundamentally new information becomes available. Oscillator strengths contain the square 
of the matrix element connecting two states. The present method can measure this and 
additionally the relative phase between the matrix elements. This information is 
unrecoverable in all other methods.
Presented in this dissertation is a two-color two-photon spectroscopic method.
The intermediate step to a virtual level of this two-step process is in the region of two or
3
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more real levels. The amplitude to the final level is the coherent sum of the paths through 
the various intermediate levels. This is why information is available about the relative 
phases. By changing the detuning of the virtual level from the real levels the weighting of 
the various paths is changed. This results in a spectroscopic feature on the scale of the 
separation of the intermediate states. A  notable spectroscopic feature in the case presented 
here is the total destructive interference of the two paths at a detuning of -11.56 cm'1 
from the 3s 2Sl/2 ->3p 2P3/2 resonance line in sodium. As will be shown, this effect can be 
used to produce an optically actuated light switch. For such a switch, the medium would 
become transparent to a beam of light when a second beam of certain polarization was 
shined onto it.
4
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. TW O-PHOTON TRANSITION RATE
The transition that is the subject of investigation is shown graphically by means of 
a partial atomic sodium (Na) energy level diagram in Figure 1. It is a two-photon two- 
color transition, meaning that one photon from each of two separate light sources is 
necessary for the transition to occur. The measurements are done in Na so the initial level 
is the ground 3s 2S1/2 level. Laser 1 can be thought of as exciting the atom from the ground 
state to a virtual level in the neighborhood of the 3p 2P2/2 and 3p 2P1/2 states. Laser 2 then 
finishes the transition to the 5s 2S]/2 state. The intermediate level is not resonant with either 
the 3p 2P1/2 or the 3p 2PI/2 level. The intermediate level is a virtual level so its lifetime is 
limited to less than 16 ps for the smallest detunings of 2 cm'1. Thus, the two-photon 
process is essentially an instantaneous process in comparison to collisional depolarization, 
radiative lifetimes, or hyperfine precession in the 3p 2Pj levels.
For a naturally broaden transition, the transition rate ( 1 /t) for such a two-photon 
excitation is given by Loudon [9] as
(2-1)
\  = i x h  V u M  2
T 26qC2 T)|T|2 /i4 (to, +(x)2-ix)jj)2+yj
where eo is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, h is
5
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Figure 1. Energy Level Diagram Showing the Two-Step Excitation Process and 
Subsequent Decay.











Na Energy Levels (not to scale)
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Planck's constant, and e is the charge of an electron. The quantities / , ,  I 2 are the cycle 
averaged intensities of laser beams 1 and 2, respectively. The quantitiesr|, and r|, are the 
indices of refraction for light of frequency co, and ox,, respectively. The frequencies of 
lasers 1 and 2 are o), and G),, respectively. For very dilute atomic gas such as considered 
here, rj, and T|, are equal to one. The energy separation between the initial and final level 
is fiio-p and represents homogeneous broadening of the two-photon 3s 2S]/2 ~>5s 2SI/2 
resonance line. M  is the two-photon amplitude given by
(2-2)
M  _ y  M cb ( g r  7  ) M ba ( g 2~ ?  )  ^ M cb ( g 2* 7  )  M ba ( g | ‘ 7  )
( w , - w j  (0 , -0 > J
where go,)h is the frequency between the initial and intermediate states. M ha and M ch are 
the single photon amplitudes for the electric dipole transition between the initial level and 
the intermediate level, and the intermediate level and the final level. These amplitudes 
depend on the polarization of the electric fields of lasers 1 and 2 as indicated by e, and e2.
The sum over intermediate states can be thought as scattering off np 2?m and np 
2P1/2 states for 3<n<°° because the electric dipole transitions usually dominate. The sum, in 
principle, is over all np 2Pj up through and including the ep 2Pj energy states of the 
continuum. In practice the detunings in the denominator make several terms important and 
the rest unessential. The order in which the photons of laser 1 and 2 are absorbed is of 
consequence, especially when the frequencies of the two lasers are of the same order. The 
first term inside the sum corresponds to a photon being absorbed first from laser 2 then
7
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laser 1, while the second term represents the opposite order of absorption.
B. TRANSFORM ATION TO UNCOUPLED BASIS
The electric dipole matrix element in the coupled representation \ j  mj I s> is
(2-3)
M ,
where T is an irreducible tensor transition operator, p  is the rank of the tensor, which is 1 
for an electric dipole transition, and q labels the component, which is ±1 for circularly 
polarized light and 0 for linearly polarized light in the principal direction. The quantum 
numbers la and sa label the orbital and spin angular momentum. These combine to 
produce the total angular momentum. The quantum numbers j  and m label the total ̂ A;
angular momentum and its projection along a preferred axis. An identical expression exists 
for the second step of the transition with b and c substituted for a and b. For the sake of 
comparison these matrix elements can be written in terms of a reduced matrix. In equation 
2-4 the matrix element is decomposed into a Clebsch-Gordon Coefficient (C), a Racah 
Coefficient (W), some algebraic factors (AF), and a reduced matrix element in the 
uncoupled representation, by use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem [10].
8
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(2-4)
Mh„ = ( - i r P''‘% C ( j ap j b-,mL q)6SA
VP7T)® 71) W , }. h ’\  P) <lb\\T%>
Where < lh\\Tl \\la> is the reduced matrix element in the uncoupled representation,
C( ) is a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient, and W(........ ) is a Racah coefficient. The
motivation for decomposing the single photon transition amplitudes into the uncoupled 
representation is to make a direct and quantitative comparison between these terms that 
cause the interference. These terms are evaluated for each of the transition matrix 
elements. The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, Racah coefficient and the remaining algebraic 
factors from the Wigner Eckart Theorem (W ET) are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for each 
step of the two-photon transition. The entries in the top section of both Tables are for 
transitions excited with light linearly polarized in the Z direction and the bottom section of 
both Tables are for transitions excited with linearly polarized light in the X  direction. The 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and Racah coefficients are calculated by programs listed in 
appendix C and checked against tabulations[ll]. Two states of linear polarization are 
used. The plane of polarization of dye laser 1 is always along the principal Z axis. The 
plane of polarization of dye laser 2 is either along the Z  axis labeled parallel polarization, 
or along the X  axis labeled perpendicular polarization. There is an amplitude for either dye 
laser 1 or dye laser 2 to be the first step of the two-photon transition. Therefore the 
perpendicular polarization is composed of a ZX  polarization term corresponding to
9
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Table 1. Terms from the Wigner Eckart Theorem for the First Step (3s 2S1/2 ~>3p 2Pj ) of
the Two-Photon Transition, for Parallel and Perpendicular Polarizations.
2s m - > \  ( Z )
jk lk q jk mjk lk CO'kl jk';mJkq) W (lJkl, j , ; l /2  1) AF
1/2 1 0 1/2 1/2 0 v/i/3 \/I76 -v/6
1/2 1 0 1/2 -1/2 0 -yfm -fe>
3/2 1 0 1/2 1/2 0 sfm v/I76
3/2 1 0 1/2 -1/2 0 \/273 r*
% 2 - ' \  W
jk lk q jk mjk lk C(jkl jk ;m ikq) W(lkjklk,j,; l/2  1) AF
1/2 1 -l 1/2 1/2 0 v/273 v/i/6 - f6
1/2 1 i 1/2 -1/2 0 -y/2j3 - f6
3/2 1 -l 1/2 1/2 0 v/l/6
3/2 1 i 1/2 -1/2 0 >fm
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Table 2. Terms from the Wigner Eckart Theorem for the Second Step (3p 2Pj ->5s 2S ]/2) of
the Two-Photon Transition, for Parallel and Perpendicular Polarizations.
2p j r 2s m  (Z )
jk' lk q jk mjk lk COkl jk'Snvq) W(lkjkl„j„;l/2 1) AF
1/2 0 0 1/2 1/2 1 v/I73 s/V6 &
1/2 0 0 1/2 -1/2 1 -v/I/3 f2
1/2 0 0 3/2 1/2 1 -s/V3 yfl/6 v/4
1/2 0 0 3/2 -1/2 1 -v/I/3 &
2p . - > 2s m  ( j o
jk lk' q jk mjk lk Qjk i ĵ ; mi k q) W(lkjklk,j,;l/2  1) AF
1/2 0 - l 1/2 1/2 1 y/2/3 v/I/6 f2
1/2 0 l 1/2 -1/2 1 -v/2/3 y/2
1/2 0 - l 3/2 1/2 1 /176
1/2 0 l 3/2 -1/2 1 slm f4
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absorption for dye laser 1 then dye laser 2, and an X Z  polarization term corresponding to 
absorption for dye laser 2 then dye laser 1. The numerator for the two different paths are 
equal in magnitude but differ in sign and are summed coherently. The amplitude for dye 
laser 1 on the first step is the larger of the two. For the case of parallel polarizations the 
selection rule for the photons of both dye lasers is A/m. = 0 since the polarizations are 
along the principal axis. For the case of perpendicular polarization the selection rule for 
dye laser 1 is still A m=i) ,  but for dye laser 2 the selection rule is A m = ± \  since the plane 
of polarization is along the x axis. Furthermore, since the initial and final state are both 
doublets only one circularly polarized photon will contribute to the perpendicular 
polarization. Figure 2 show this for the dominant amplitude. Therefore, Tables 1 and 2 
does not contain an exhaustive listing of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. The cartesian unit 
vectors for the states of polarization are
Thus, the photon polarized in the x  direction is a linear combination of left and right 
circularly polarized photons. Tables 3 and 4 are a compilation of the terms relating the 
product of single photon amplitudes M ch M hl to matrix elements in the uncoupled 
representation. The first column shows the relationship of the planes of polarization of the 
two photons. The second column shows the path of the two-step excitation. Column 3 
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Figure 2. Kastler Diagrams for the Two-Photon Transition for both the Parallel and 
Perpendicular Polarization, for the 3p 2P3/2 and the 3p 2P1/2 Intermediate State
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
KASTLER DIAGRAMS
PARALLEL POLARIZATION
m; 1/2 n ,  -1/2
1/2 TT 1/2
m 3/2 m- 1/2 -1/2 m. -3/2




m. 1/2 nij -1/2 1/2















m. 1/2 “ j -1/2m. 3/2
1/2
m; 1/2 nij -1/2
-3/2
1/2
mj 1/2 mj -1/2
■if" i r
1/2
n»j 1/2 m. -1/2
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Table 3. Angular Momentum Terms for Two-Photon Transition Amplitudes in the 
Uncoupled Representation. The Terms are Composed of Single Photon Terms of Tables 1 
and 2, and a Spherical Vector Term for Transitions Originating in the m, =1/2 State.
polarization transition initial
mj
{ C(...), W(...), AF } PV { C(...), W(...), AF } 
second step first step
(ZZ) Sl/2-*Pl/2->S1/2 1/2
{J _ M  I (-L-L(-V6) | . -±
I 1 v/27
(ZZ) 1/2
( ->  ' f i X i f 2
'i/3,/6 1 1 >/27
JL (zx) S|/2->,Pl/2->Sl/2 1/2 P  1 4  1 { 1 1 (-ys)! =' f i f i  < y/2 1 f t 7
_L (zx) l̂/2_>'P3/2~>S|/2 1/2
J——i/?} -L 1 . _L
1̂6 \/6  ̂ \/2  ̂v/3 v/6 * \/27
_L (XZ) S,/2->P,/2->S,/2 1/2
{z L L ^  JL /j^JL(-vs>1 - -L
>v5V5 1 &  1 vS7
_L (X Z) Si/2~>f*3/2_^̂ 1/2 1/2
I— — v/i) JL (±J-V6) = -±
>y3^6 I >/2 'y jj/S  ' i/27
14
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Table 4. Angular Momentum Terms for Two-Photon Transition Amplitudes in the 
Uncoupled Representation. The Terms are Composed of Single Photon Terms of Tables 1 
and 2, and a Spherical Vector Term for Transitions Originating in the mj = -1/2 State.
polarization transition initial
mj
{ C(...), W(...), AF } PV { C(...), W(...), AF } 
second step first step
(ZZ) -1/2
( - 1 l j i \  1 ( - 1 1 (-76)1 = - 1 
^ f i f i  ’ ^ f i f i  1 f i^
(ZZ) Sl/2~>'P3/2”>S|/2 -1/2
( _1 1 f i )  1 1 y/6) =
1̂ 3 v/6 1 v̂/3 v/6 > fin
_L (zx) S|/2_̂Pl/2->S,/2 -1/2
t - f i  1 -1 j-1 1 (_ ^ }j = 1 
\ f i f i l f i  ' f i  fi> > f in
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fourth column contains the factor that the matrix elements in the uncoupled representation 
must be multiplied by to obtain the product of single photon amplitudes. This factor is a 
product of the terms shown in column 4. The terms are grouped by the step of the two- 
photon transition. The left bracket is the second step, the right bracket is the first step, and 
the term in between the brackets results from the polarization vector of equation 2-5. The 
terms within the brackets are a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient, a Racah coefficient, and an 
algebraic factor from the Wigner Eckart theorem in that order. Because different nij 
substates in the 3s 2S]/2 level have no coherence they do not interfere. This the reason 
Tables 3 and 4 are grouped in this manner. The rows in Tables 3 and 4 are further grouped 
by terms that can interfere. The two polarizations of light are temporally separated, so 
they cannot interfere.However, transitions from the same initial state excited with light of 
the same polarization do interfere quantum mechanically. It should be emphasized that the 
relative phases (0,tc) indicated in column 4 are important and observable.
The intensities are the rates at which sodium atoms are promoted from the 3s 2S)/2 
state to the 5s 2S1/2 by two-photon absorption. The absorption rates for the two 
polarization states are different and labeled I,, and ^  respectively. A self normalized 
polarization spectrum is defined as the difference in measured intensity for each of these 
two states of polarization divided by their sum. This quantity is called the linear 
polarization degree (P,) and is
(2-6)
16
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PL helps eliminate concerns about linearity of the detector as the signal intensities vary 
over a few orders of magnitude. Figure 3 shows a theoretical curve of PL as a function of 
detuning (A) of dye laser 1 from a real one-photon resonance. The detuning is defined as 
A = 0) ^ - 0) ,, where to^is the frequency of the stronger D2 line and w, is the frequency 
of dye laser 1. Note that the reference could have also been chosen to be the D1 line, 
which is the 3s 2S1/2 ~>3p 2Pl/2 transition.
C. INTERFERENCE OF AMPLITUDES
It should be emphasized that this is a qualitatively new type of spectroscopy. Most 
spectroscopic work attempts to measure the position of real energy levels, but here the 
quantities of interest are amplitudes. The square of the amplitude is generally ascertained 
from the oscillator strength and any information about the phase is lost. However, this 
spectroscopic technique uses interference between several different amplitudes so the 
relative phases can be determined. To see the interference effect more clearly, consider 
only the most dominate terms of the two-photon amplitude. First, limit the sum of the 
intermediate states to the 3p 2P1/2 and the 3p 2PV2 states and in doing so discard the effect 
of all other P states. This is a good approximation, for the detuning of laser 1 from 
3s 2S,/2 >3p 2Pj is no more than 30 cm'1 while the detuning from the nearest P state, the 4p 
2Pj state, is more than 13000 cm'1. Second, ignore the amplitude for absorption of dye laser 
2 on the first step followed by dye laser 1 on the second step. This is a good 
approximation because laser 2 is detuned from the 3s 2S1/2 ->3p 2Pj transition by more than 
700 cm'1 which is large in comparison to the 30 cm'1 detuning for dye laser 1 from the
17
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Figure 3. Theoretical Polarization Curve as a Function of Detuning from the 
3s 2S]/2 ->3p :PV2 Resonance Line
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same transition. This is represented by the first term in the two-photon amplitude. This 
leaves
(2-7)





for the parallel and perpendicular polarizations, respectively. After factoring out the 
common terms one can obtain
(2-9)
M , __ « ic m  /„, >< ib, i n  im>? ( __J____ 2_r ^
,p,M) 27 1 A+17.196 A
and (2-10)
2 ( < l c \ T ' \ l h, x l h, \ T ' \ l a >)2 ( 1 , -1 R \2
,p“ (±) 27 I A + 17.196 A
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where R is
(2- 11)
R _ < k  m  i„ >< k  m i  /. >
< K Ill'll v  >< v  n i  k > •
The primed quantum numbers signify transitions through the 3p 2Pl/2 state and the lack of 
primes indicate transitions through the 3p 2P3/2 state. The quantum numbers are la = 0, 
lc= 0, and lb = lb.= 1. R is approximately equal to 1.
By considering equations 2-9 and 2-10 it is clear why one can speak about 
interference effects. The first term in the parenthesis represents the 3s 2St/2 >5s 2Sl/2 path 
through the 3p 2Pm state. The second term in the parenthesis represents the 
3s :S1/2 >5s 2S1/2 path through the 3p 2P,/2 state. As in a double slit experiment where there 
are two paths from the source to the screen, the two paths will interfere as long as the 
coherence is not destroyed. Since the excitation to the 5s 2S,/2 is a coherent process, the 
amplitudes for the paths through the 3p 2P1/2 and 3p 2PV2 states are added before they are 
squared to get the intensities. The slit spacing cannot be significantly varied for a single 
atomic species, but the amplitudes through the paths can be by varying the detuning in the 
denominator. Assuming R =l, the parallel polarized case will experience a complete 
destructive interference at a detuning of two-thirds of the way between the D1 and D2 
lines. At this detuning the population rate to the 5s 2S,/2 state will disappear for parallel 
polarized light while at the same detuning the population rate for perpendicularly polarized 
light is nonzero. This is because of the difference in phases for the parallel and
20
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perpendicular case, so the destructive interference for one polarization is constructive 
interference for the other. The transparency for the parallel polarization is labeled A  on 
Figure 4. Such a transparency can be found for the perpendicular case at positive and 
negative detunings that are large in comparison to the fine structure splitting.
Note that, in the limit where the fine structure splitting is vanishingly small the spin 
may be ignored and the transitions have the same polarization spectrum as a 
3s 'S,, >3p ‘P, -->5s 'S(l transition. A  perpendicularly polarized transition is not allowed, in 
this case as can be seen in Figure 5. The polarization is 100% for all detunings. This case 
corresponds to two-photon 'S„ 'P„ -> 'S0 transitions in alkaline earth atoms, for which
the effect is readily observed. In practice for the case considered here, P, = 100% is never 
reached because these large detunings are experimentally inaccessible. Many 
approximations have been made in this section for the sake of clarity, but precision of this 
result dictates that all of the discarded terms are included in the formal fitting procedure.
D. EFFECT OF MORE D ISTANT STATES
The full dependence of PL on A can be expressed in terms of R and a new quantity 
P that describes the contribution from all other more distant states. P is defined as
(2- 12)
p = y < k n i h >< id rii 1. > { 3 , 3 j
~ la < K I l l'll  h  >< lu M  /, « ," « / .  /,
where l d are all other distant intermediate states. In this case those states are 4p 2P j,
21
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Figure 4. Intensity Profiles for Parallel and Perpendicular Polarizations as a Function of 
Detuning from the 3s 2S1/2 ->3p 2Pm Resonance Line
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Figure 5. Kastler Diagrams for Parallel and Perpendicular Polarization Ignoring Spin
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5p 2P j, 6p 2P j, ........ , np 2Pj. The quantity P appears in the complete function as
(2-13)
1 2 R -)
+ + P
( 0 , - 0 ). W2 X S ]p_
and (2-14)
I = I,0
The present level of precision in the measure of polarization requires the higher P states 
contribution is evaluated to an accuracy of about 10%. This can be done by calculations. 
As seen in these equations the contribution from the 4p state is only significant in the 
parallel channel, because of the destructive interference between the 4p 2P1/2 amplitude and 
the 4p 2P3/2 amplitude in the perpendicular channel. This destructive interference reduces 
the contribution by 7 orders of magnitude over the parallel channel. The higher the P state 
considered, the more pronounced this suppression is because of smaller fine structure 
splitting. It is important to note that some perpendicular channel intensity may be seen if 
the ratio of reduced matrix elements for the higher states differs significantly from 1. This 
is a well-established effect for the np 2Pj levels in cesium and rubidium, but in sodium no 
experimental evidence for it exists. A  further simplification in modeling the higher P states 
is to take the 3p 2Pj >np 2Pj separation as the detuning. This ignores fine structure and
24
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laser detuning, and introduces an error of no more than 50 cm'1 in 13200 cm'1 in the 
calculation of P from equation 2-12. These approximations allow the contributions of all 
higher P states to be entered as a single number. This contribution can be adjusted later if 
improved wavefunction calculations are done. Details of the calculation of P are presented 
in Chapter 4, section C.
E. EFFECTS OF HYPERFINE STRUCTURE AND DOPPLER BROADENING  
A more accurate set of basis functions for describing the states would include 
hyperfine structure. This would be described by a |F,m„I,J,L,S> representation. Here the 
quantum numbers L and S label the orbital and spin angular momentum, which combine to 
form total electronic angular momentum J. The nuclear spin angular momentum is labeled 
by the quantum number I. The quantum numbers I and J combine to give the total angular 
momentum quantum number F, and mf is its projection onto the principal axis. The nuclear 
spin (1) for 23Na is 3/2. This leads to F equal to 1 and 2 for the 3s 2SI/2, 3p 2P1/2, and 5s 
2S1/2 states. F is equal to 0, 1, 2, and 3 for the 3s 2P3/2 state. For large detunings the 3p 2Pj 
hyperfine structure is not detected, but initial and final level hyperfine structure may be 
evident. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The hyperfine splittings are shown to scale in Figure 
7. The 3 right most columns in Figure 7 have been magnified by a factor of ten. The 
Doppler width for a single photon transition is shown in column 2 for comparison. The 
Doppler width of about 1.5 GHz for typical cell temperatures would normally make the 
observation of the hyperfine structure impossible. However, the two-photon transition can 
be made nearly Doppler free if laser 1 and laser 2 propagate in opposite directions. This is
25
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Figure 6. Energy Level Diagram Showing the Two-Photon Excitation Process Including 
Hyperfine Structure
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Figure 7. Comparison of Hyperfine Structure of the 3s 2S1/2, 3p 2P]/2, 3s 2PM , and 5s 2Sl/2 
States with the Single Photon Doppler Width.
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because an atom that is red or blue shifted in one laser beam is a blue or red shifted in the 
other. Using Af i - f i ( v/c) the resulting Doppler shift for the two-photon transition is
(2-15)
A/, + A/2 = ( / ,  -  / ,  ) *
c
or approximately 5 MHz. It is truly Doppler free only when the two laser beams have the 
same frequency. The second order Doppler shift is negligible.
The hyperfine structure has two distinct consequences. The first is due to the 
splitting in the intermediate states. The summation in Equation 2-2 is now over four times 
as many states as before as the two states np 2Pj are split into 6 levels. More importantly 
each of these 6 levels has its own resonant frequency and so its own unique detuning. In 
regimes where the hyperfine splitting is small compared with the detuning the change in 
the spectrum is negligible, but near a resonance the different frequencies will grow in 
significance. However, at these detunings other problems will develop. Although the two- 
photon transition can be made Doppler free, the intermediate states will remain Doppler 
broadened. This is not a problem when the lasers are tuned well off resonance of the 
intermediate states. Fortunately, the fit of R is insensitive to data near a real level as the 
polarization of that nearby real level will dominate all other contributions due to the 
smallness of the resonant denominator.
The second consequence of hyperfine structure is that G)(̂. in equation 2-1 is 
replaced by four different corresponding to the F'=> F" transitions 1=>1, 1=>2, 2=>1, 
2=»2. Four different two-photon resonances should be seen with narrow band lasers as
28
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shown schematically in Figure 8. Note that no interference information is presented in this 
schematic.
If  the laser beams propagate in the same direction the Doppler width is
(2-16)
A/, + A/, = ( /, + / ,  )*
c
since an atom blue or red shifted in laser 1 is blue or red shifted laser 2. The Doppler 
width is 3.0 GHz and all effects due to hyperfine structure are eliminated by velocity 
averaging over all hyperfine levels.
F. TRANSFORMATION TO HYPERFINE BASIS
Equation 2-2 in the hyperfine representation appears as
(2-17)
=E
The two terms of equation 2-2 are represented by a sum over k, and the sum over 
intermediate states is made explicit. The sum over intermediate states in equation 2-17 can 
be substituted for by another set that spans the space, such as that in equation 2-18.
29
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Figure 8. Spectral Structure of Two-Photon Excitation Including Hyperfine Structure
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(2- 18)
t l/fc mr ><fh I = 52 IA  m, ></ .  m I I t. m ><i.  m I
'>< f h  ' h  ' h J h  l h  ‘ h m i h  ‘ h  h  V
The kets | f c mf  > and | f a > can be transformed into the electronic representation 
by
(2-19)
1/ mf > = £  c 0‘ * / ; " » >  "0  I; «;• >1 i m. > .
These two substitutions yield a two-photon amplitude void of explicit | f  mf  > kets as 
shown in equation 2-20.
(2-20)
E V ' < jm .  I \Tp\ i j n  > \ j .m .>< j .m .  I<i.m.  \Tp\ i  m > \ j  m >L ,  J c  h '  c  ' c 1 q '  h ‘h b  J *  lb '  b ‘ b' q '  «  l,iipa j h" ‘ i >c m m — — ------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
\J I VA/«
‘hm m m ih Ju iu
X  C ( A  l u f a ’ m iu  m ia m f )  C ( J c  *r f c ’ m j c m i l  m f )
Since the electric dipole operator does not operate on the nuclear spins the | i m >  kets 
can be grouped to form Kronecker delta functions,
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j .m .  k m. m. m.
J h  l b  Jc l a  ' a
E E
Because the nuclear spin is unaffected by this operator the mi quantum number in 
equation 2-21 is left unchanged, and the Kronecker deltas are identically 1. Other 
constraints simplify the expression. The first is ws +mj = mf  which comes from the 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficient. For this particular system j a = 1/2, j c -  1/2, and 
ia - i h = i c- 3/2 and f a - f c -  1,2. The resulting equation is
This is similar to equation 2-2 except the second summation and the Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients. Also it should be noted the G)fco of the denominator is implicitly dependent on
(2-22)
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the hyperfine quantum numbers. In equation 2-23 the terms are regrouped, and the two- 
photon amplitude is evidently that of the electronic basis with a coefficient, which is the 
term within the square brackets. After carrying out the second summation the terms in the 
square bracket will only depend on f a, , f c, . So the original two-photon amplitude 
is preserved, but has in addition a coefficient that labels the initial and final states in a 
hyperfine basis.
(2-23)
The coefficient within the square bracket of the above equation can then be evaluated. 
Constraints depend on the polarization of the two laser beams. A  constraint for parallel 
polarization is m . =m for the first step, and m. =m for the second step. A  constraint
l a  l b  l h  K
for perpendicular polarization is mj = for the first step, and wr -m ) +1 or m^ = m. -  1 
for the second step. Both constraints arise from the q of the multipole. Care must be taken 
to separate coherent from incoherent sums. Amplitudes are to be added coherently only if 
the initial and final states are identical, in which case the amplitudes are summed before 
they are squared. In all other cases the amplitudes are squared before summing. Tables 5- 
12 use double lines to separate incoherent terms and single lines separate coherent terms.
33
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In practice, this is only of consequence for the parallel polarizations. Finally since the 
levels are degenerate, they are summed over incoherently to obtain the coefficients for the 
f a =[ 1,2] —► f c = [1 ,2]  transitions. In the limit of total hyperfine degeneracy the sum of 
these coefficients for both the parallel and perpendicular polarizations is 8. This 
reproduces the result from Chapter 2, section B. Tables 5-8 contains the terms relating to 
parallel polarizations driving the four hyperfine transitions. Tables 9-12 contain the terms 
for perpendicular polarizations driving the four hyperfine transitions. The theoretical 
polarization curves as a function of detuning are shown in Figure 9. Their degenerate 
combination is the result for the electronic basis, and is shown for comparison. Note that 
the polarization for the f a = 1 —» f c = 2 and the f a= 2 —» f c = 1 transition is -100% because 
of the lack of parallel polarization intensity.
34
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Table 5. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Parallel Polarization
for the 1 > 1 Transition
/„ fc m f , m.l a m h m‘ a C ( - - f  ;m. m mr ) C ( - - f  ;m m m '2 2 “ 1,1 ‘ a l a  2  2  C K  ‘ a
( S ) 2
1 -1 1 -1 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1 /2  x -1 /2  = 1/4 1
1 -1 1 -1 1/2 1/2 -3/2 a/3 /2  x / V 2  -  3/4
1 0 1 0 -1/2 -1/2 1/2 - 1 / / 2  x -l/v /2  = 1/2 1
1 0 1 0 1/2 1/2 -1/2 1 //2  x l/\/2  = 1/2
1 1 1 1 -1/2 -1/2 3/2 - a/3 /2  x —v/3/2 = 3/4 1
1 1 1 1 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 x  1/2 = 1/4
GRAND TO TAL 3
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Table 6. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Parallel Polarization











' m i a m ' a ‘m f ) ' C (T  1  f C ’ m L m ‘ a m f )
( 2 ) 2
2 -1 1 -1 -1 /2 -1 /2 -1 /2 1II
CN1XCN 0
2 -1 1 -1 1/2 1/2 -3/2 1/2 x y/3/2 = v/3/4
2 0 1 0 -1 /2 -1 /2 1/2 l/v/2 x -l/y/2 = -1 /2 0
2 0 1 0 1/2 1/2 -1 /2
(NIIX
2 1 1 1 -1 /2 -1 /2 3/2 1/2 x -y/3/2 = -v /3 /4 0
2 1 1 1 1/2 1/2 1/2 y/3/2 x 1/2 = S / 4
GRAND TO TAL 0
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Table 7. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Parallel Polarization










•a C ( - - f  ;m m mr ) C ( - - f  \m. m mr )2 2 ° >n ‘ a f a  2  2  c  h  '« / /
( 2 ) 2
1 -1 2 -1 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 v/3/2 x -1 /2  -  -v/3/4 0
1 -1 2 -1 1/2 1/2 -3/2 1/2 x v/3/2 = v/3/4
1 0 2 0 -1/2 -1/2 1/2
(NIII 1X 0
1 0 2 0 1/2 1/2 -1/2 NJ
l
X II
1 1 2 1 -1/2 -1/2 3/2 1/2 x -v/3/2 = -v/3/4 0
1 1 2 1 1/2 1/2 1/2 v/3/2 x 1/2 = \/3/4
GRAND TO TA L 0
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Table 8. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Parallel Polarization
for the 2 > 2  Transition





mla C ( - —f  ;m m mr ) C ( - - f  \m m mr )
2 2 “ l a  'a  f a '  2 2 C h ‘ a V
( 2 ) 2
2 -2 2 -2 -1/2 -1/2 -3/2 l x l - 1 1
2 -1 2 -1 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 v/3/2 x v/3/2 = 3/4 1
2 -1 2 -1 1/2 1/2 -3/2 1/2 x 1/2 -  1/4
2 0 2 0 -1/2 -1/2 1/2 X ts
i II 1
2 0 2 0 1/2 1/2 -1/2 l/v/2 x l/v/2 -  1/2
2 1 2 1 -1/2 -1/2 3/2 1/2 x 1/2 = 1/4 1
2 1 2 1 1/2 1/2 1/2 v/3/2 x v/3/2 = 3/4
2 2 2 2 1/2 1/2 3/2 1 x 1  = 1 1
GRAND TOTAL 5
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Table 9. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Perpendicular Polarization
for the 1 > 1 Transition





‘ a C ( - —f  ;m m mr ) C ( - - f  \m m mr )2 2 “  la  ‘a V  2 2 c h  f /
( 2 ) 2
1 -1 1 0 -1 /2 1/2 -1 /2 -1 /2  x l/y^ = - l/v /8 1/8
1 0 1 1 -1 /2 1/2 1/2 - l / f i  x 1/2 = - l/v /8 1/8




1 1 1 0 1/2 -1/2 1/2 1/2 x - l/v /2  = - l/v /8 1/8
GRAND TO TA L 1/2
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Table 10. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Perpendicular Polarization






K C { ~ f a C ( ^ f c
( 2 ) 2
2 -2 1 -1 . -1/2 1/2 -3/2 1 x v/3/2 = v/3/2 6/8
2 -1 1 0 -1/2 1/2 -1/2 v/3/2 x l/v/2 = v/3/8 3/8
2 0 1 1 -1/2 1/2 1/2 l/v/2 x 1/2 = l/v/8 1/8




2 1 1 0 1/2 -1/2 1/2 "w
i
N> X 1 "r
Sl ii i oo
|
3/8
2 2 1 1 1/2 -1/2 3/2 1 x -v/3/2 = -\/3 /2 6/8
GRAND TO TAL 5/2
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Table 11. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Perpendicular Polarization
for the 1 >2  Transition
/ . fc m L m >a m h m la C ( [ \ f a C( t  f / c  V i am f )
( S ) 2
1 -1 2 0 -1/2 1/2 -1/2 -1 /2  x l/s/2 = -l/v /8 1/8
1 0 2 1 -1/2 1/2 1/2 -l/v /2  x v/3/2 = - v/3/8 3/8
1 1 2 2 -1/2 1/2 3/2 -v/3/2 x 1 = -v/3/2 6/8
1 -1 2 -2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2 v/3/2 x 1 = v/3/2 6/8
1 0 2 -1 1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -l/v /2  x v/3/2 = -v/3/8 3/8
1 1 2 0 1/2 -1/2 1/2 1/2 x l/v/2 = V s /8 1/8
GRAND TOTAL 5/2
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Table 12. Evaluation of Hyperfine Coefficients for Perpendicular Polarization
for the 2 - > 2 Transition





•a C ( - - f  \m m mr ) C ( - - f  ;m m mr )2 2 l a  ‘ a  f a J  V2 2 C A- 'a  / /
( Z ) 2
2 _2 2 - 1 . -1/2 1/2 -3/2 1 x 1 / 2 =  1/2 2/8
2 -1 2 0 -1/2 1/2 -1/2 v/3/2 x l/v/2 = v/3/8 3/8
2 0 2 1 -1/2 1/2 1/2 1A/2 x v 3̂/2 = 73/8 3/8
2 1 2 2 -1/2 1/2 3/2 1 / 2 x 1  = 1/2 2/8
2 -1 2 -2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2 1 / 2 x 1  = 1/2 2/8
2 0 2 - 1 1/2 -1/2 -1/2
loo
[r^IIC'JX 3/8
2 1 2 0 1/2 -1/2 1/2
looIIX(N 3/8
2 2 2 1 1/2 -1/2 3/2 1 x 1 / 2 =  1/2 2/8
GRAND TO TA L 5/2
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Figure 9. Polarization Curves as a Function of Detuning from the 3s 2SI/2 >3p 2P1/2 
Resonance Line for each Hyperfine Transition.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT
A. O VERVIEW  OF EXPERIM ENTAL APPARATUS
The experiment provides a measure of the relative absorption strengths in atomic 
sodium of a two-photon two-color laser excitation. The initial and final levels are 3s 2S|̂ , 
and 5s :Sl/2, respectively. The intermediate level is in the region of 3p 2Pj multiplet. The 
intermediate step is to a so-called virtual level and not resonant with any real level. 
Equation 2-1 gives the excitation rate to the final 5s 2Sl/2 level. The cascade emission of 
the 4p 2P| >3s 2Si/2 is taken as a measure proportional to the population in the 5s 2Sm 
state. This is permitted because a 2SI/2 state can only support an orientation, not an 
alignment. However, in dipole optical excitation an orientation can only be produced by 
elliptically polarized light. Therefore, the levels of the 5s 2S1/2 are homogeneously 
populated, whatever the linear polarizations of the laser used to excite this state. Then the 
cascade branching ratio of the 5s 2S]/2 >4p 2Pj and the 4p 2Pj ->3s 2SI/2 transitions must 
also be independent of polarization direction. So the cascade fluorescence intensity on the 
4p 2Pj >3s 2S]/2 transition is proportional to the 5s 2S1/2 population. This fluorescence 
signal at 330.2 nm is used to measure the two-photon transition rate.
The overall experimental scheme is shown in Figure 10. The experiment is done 
with two separate continuous wave (cw) dye laser systems. Each dye laser is pumped by 
an independent argon ion (Ar+) laser. The path of beam 1 starts at dye laser 1. From there 
the beam is split, a small portion going to a wavemeter used to measure the wavelength of
44
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Figure 10. Schematic Overview of Experimental Set Up
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light, and the remainder of the beam is sent through a polarimeter. The polarimeter 
controls the plane of polarization. The beam is then focused into a heated cell containing 
sodium vapor where the process of interest occurs. Finally the beam is sent through a final 
linear polarizer and photodiode combination that acts as a check on the state of 
polarization.
The path of beam 2 starts at dye laser 2 and is sent through a telescope to adjust 
the divergence of the beam. From there the beam goes through a linear polarizer fixed in 
relation to the polarization of the other beam. The beam is then focused into the heated 
cell of sodium and made to overlap with the beam 1.
B. LASER SYSTEMS
Dye laser 1 is pumped by an Ar+ laser (Holobeam Inc., Model 554A) with a 
quoted maximum power of eight watts, run at a nominal reduced rate of five watts. The 
multiple line emission of the Ar+ laser is used to pump the dye (Exciton Inc., Rhodamine 
590) of laser 1. This dye mixture consists of 0.62 g of Rhodamine 590 Chloride dissolved 
in 50 ml of methanol then further diluted in 850 ml of ethylene glycol to yield a 2x10'3 
molar solution. Dye laser 1 (see Figure 11) is a ring dye laser (Spectra Physics Inc., Model 
380C). The coarse narrowing and tuning of the ring dye laser are accomplished with a 
birefringcnt tuning element made up of three parallel crystalline quartz plates inserted into 
the resonance cavity at Brewster's angle. This laser has two major modifications. The first 
modification is the removal of the unidirectional device, and the addition of a mirror to 
reflect the counterpropagating traveling beam so that this beam is made copropagating
46
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Figure 11. Schematic of Dye Laser 1
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with the original output beam. This change approximately doubles the power and 
bandwidth of the dye laser. The second modification is the addition of a thin etalon. The 
etalon is an uncoated 1 mm thick quartz plate mounted on a galvanometer that is in an 
adapted mirror mount (Newport Research Corp., M M 2-1A) to allow limited three axis 
rotation. The etalon is inserted into the resonance cavity slightly off normal incidence 
(~ 1 ). This element can be tuned by mechanical rotation of the mirror mount, by changing 
by hand the output of a variable voltage source (Sorensen Co., Model OHS 40-.5), or by 
changing the output voltage of a computer controlled digital to analog converter (DAC). 
This DAC (Metrabyte Corp., Model DAS-20) has on the same board an analog to digital 
converter (ADC), digital inputs and outputs. The etalon further narrows and tunes dye 
laser 1. The output of dye laser 1 is a maximum of 850 mw with a bandwidth of 0.20 cm'1 
in the region of interest. In Figure 12 the output of a spectrum analyzer (Spectra-Physics, 
Model 476) is shown. The spectrum analyzer is a resonance cavity driven by piezo-electric 
actuator. As the driving voltage on the actuator is scanned, the length of the cavity is 
changed and several resonances are observed by a photodiode on the far side of the 
resonance cavity. The free spectral range of this device is 8 GHz, which is the spacing of 
the peaks. The solid line is obtained from the fit to nine identical Gaussian peaks of 
variable height, width, spacing, and offset. The data were collected using the analog to 
digital converter. The data are compiled from many scans collected continuously over a 
period of several minutes. This then gives a convolution of both instantaneous bandwidth 
and long term stability. This laser is used in the neighborhood of the sodium 
3s 2S|/2 > 3p 2Pj transitions (-588  nm to -590 nm). The plane of linear polarization of the
48
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Figure 12. Spectral Analysis of Dye Laser 1 from Scanning Interferometer.
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electric field of the output of dye laser 1 is in a horizontal plane.
Dye laser 2 is pumped by a second Ar+ laser (Coherent, Model Innova 70-4) run at 
a full power of four watts. The Ar+ laser is also run in the multiple line mode, and the 
output pumps a dye mixture (Exciton Inc., Rhodamine 610). The dye mixture consists of 
0.72 g of Rhodamine 610 perchlorate dissolved in 50 ml of methanol that was further 
diluted in 850 ml of ethylene glycol. The dye mixture had a molarity of 3xlO'3m. Dye laser 
2 (see Figure 13) is a standing wave laser (Coherent, Model 599). The coarse tuning and 
narrowing of this laser are accomplished with a birefringent tuning element similar to that 
of dye laser 1. Dye laser 2 has also been modified by the addition of a thin etalon set up as 
the etalon in dye laser 1 except that this etalon does not have computer control. The 
etalon results in narrower laser lines that may be more finely tuned. The output of dye 
laser 2 is a maximum 450 mw with an asymmetric line (see Figure 14) of +0.10 cm'1 half 
width at the half maximum (HW HM ) and -0.05 cm'1 HW HM . The bandwidth analysis was 
done in the same manner as for dye laser 1. The laser is tuned to the region of the sodium 
3p 2Pj > 5s 2Si/2 transitions (-615  nm to -617 nm). The plane of linear polarization of the 
electric field of dye laser 2 is in a vertical plane.
Improved results are obtained by integrating over the two-photon two-color line 
shape of the 3s 2Sm ~* 5s 2SI/2 transition. To do this the wavelength of dye laser 2 is held 
fixed while the wavelength of dye laser 1 is scanned from the red to the blue of this 
transition. The galvanometers need a bias current of at least 10 mA to eliminate problems 
of nonlinearity in the galvanometer. The maximum current from the DAC is 
5 mA. A resistor network (see Figure 15) is therefore employed to use the variable voltage
50
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Figure 13. Schematic of Dye Laser 2
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Figure 15. Schematic of Etalon Scanning and Biasing Circuit
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source to bias and tune the galvanometer, while the computer-controlled DAC voltage 
source accomplished the scanning function. The scan is broken into 200 discrete steps.
C. W AVEM ETER
A wavemeter (Lasertechnics Corp., Model 100F) is used to measure the 
wavelength of the scanned laser during each step of the scan. The wavemeter has two 
main components, an optical unit, and a micro computer control unit. The optical unit (see 
Figure 16) focuses the input beam through a pinhole to an off axis parabolic mirror. From 
this mirror an expanded and parallel beam falls on a Fizeau wedge contained in a vacuum 
canister. The diffraction pattern from the wedge is recorded on a 1024 element linear 
charge coupled device camera. This diffraction pattern is sent to the micro computer 
control unit that interprets the pattern to calculate the wavelength. This computer interacts 
via RS 232 serial communications with the main computer. The wavemeter is calibrated 
each day. The calibration is done against the sodium 3s 2SW ~>3p 2P1/2 and 
3s 2Si/2 >3p 2P3/2 resonance transition lines. A  small portion of dye laser 1 output is fed 
into the wavemeter, while the remaining portion is combined with the beam from dye laser 
2. These beams are then attenuated and directed into the sodium cell. The sodium vapor is 
optically thin, the laser beams are unfocused, and the etalon of dye laser 2 is removed to 
broaden its bandwidth, but the remaining experimental set up remains unchanged. The 
two-photon signal is taken as dye laser 1 scans across the resonances. The calibration data 
are shown in appendix B and the calibration program is listed in appendix C.
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Figure 16. Schematic of Fizeau Wavemeter Optical Unit
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D. POLARIMETER
A polarimeter is used to switch the states of linear polarization. Two states of 
polarization are used. One state of polarization is when the planes of linear polarization of 
the beams are parallel. The other state of polarization is when the planes of linear 
polarization of the beams are perpendicular. The state of polarization is changed twice 
during each step of the scan over resonance. The polarimeter consists of devices in each 
laser beam (see Figures 17 and 18). The device in the beam of dye laser 1 allows the plane 
of linear polarization of that beam to be rotated by 0° or 90° from the original plane of 
linear polarization. The device in dye laser beam 2 causes the plane of linear polarization 
of that beam to be held at 90° to the plane of polarization of dye laser 1. The device in 
beam 1 consists of two parts, a linear polarizer followed by a variable waveplate in the 
form of a liquid crystal retarder (LCR). The linear polarizer (Tiffen Co.) is a photographic 
quality linear polarizer with an extinction ratio of 1:1000 and an aperture diameter of 52 
mm. It is set for the maximum transmission of beam 1. The variable waveplate is a 
computer controlled liquid crystal relarder (Meadowlark Optics, Model LVR-0.7-700) 
that is inserted just off normal incidence (<0.1°). The fast and slow axes are rotated 
45.0(1)° from the plane of linear polarization. The computer changes the retardance from 0 
to A/2 to rotate the plane of linear polarization from 0° to 90° respectively. A  retardance of 
zero corresponds to the perpendicular polarization state, and a retardance of A/2 
corresponds to the parallel polarization state. The aperture diameter is 25 mm and the 
quoted extinction ratio is 1:3000, but this is mainly due to variation in window spacing of 
the LCR over the aperture. By using only a small portion of the window, and fine tuning
56
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Figure 17. Polarimeter in Parallel Polarization State
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Figure 18. Polarimeter in Perpendicular Polarization State
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the retardance, extinction ratios of 1:8000 are achieved. The LCR is highly temperature 
sensitive. The temperature is sensed and the retarding voltage is adjusted accordingly by 
the digital interface (Meadowlark Optics, Model D1040). The LCR is also wavelength 
dependent so that each time data are collected at another detuning the retardance is reset. 
The turn-key values of retardance are within the prescribed limits of ±0.3% for this 
device. However, this accuracy could be improved to better than 0.05% with our 
polarimeter by adjusting the retardance from the nominal values of 0 and 0.5 wave 
retardance. When changing the state of retardance a response time of 40 ms for the LCR 
is observed, so a delay of 400 ms between changing polarization and data collection was 
made.
The device in beam 2 is a high quality Glan-Thompson Polarizer (Newport 
Research Corp., Model 10GTO 4ar.l4). The extinction ratio is 1:10000. This linear 
polarizer is set to hold the plane of linear polarization of beam 2 at 90° to the original 
plane of polarization of beam 1, thereby allowing nearly maximum transmittance.
Two tests of the polarimeter are routinely done. The first test is a measure of the 
extinction ratio done when a new set of data points is collected. The second test is a 
measure of the balance between the parallel and perpendicular channels done any time that 
a polarizing element is moved.
The extinction test (see Figure 19) is done with a Wollaston polarizer (Oriel Corp., 
Model 25697). The Wollaston polarizer has a quoted extinction ratio of 1:10000. It splits 
the beam into two separate beams, one for each state of linear polarization. This allows 
extinction ratios to be measured without moving any optical elements.
59
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Figure 19. Use of Wollaston Polarizer in Extinction Test
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An imbalance of beam intensities between parallel and perpendicular channels may 
arise due to, among other things, different Fresnel losses for the two states of polarization. 
A test for this asymmetry (see Figure 20) was done by rotating the Glan-Thompson 
polarizer in beam 2 by ±45° and taking polarization measurements. By rotating the Glan- 
Thompson polarizer ±45° equal amounts of both parallel and perpendicular polarization 
states for both 0 and A/2 retardance state of the LCR should be present, and so P, should 
be zero for all detunings. If  this measurement is done in a spectral region where PL is 
normally zero then the test is meaningless. In addition the counting statistics are the chief 
source of uncertainty so that the test needs to be done near either the D1 or D2 line. Both 
conditions are met in the region to the immediate blue side of the D2 line. The analyzing 
power of the entire polarimeter is measured to be better than 1:3000. After passing 
through the polarizing elements, the beams are focused by a simple Pyrex lens with a focal 
length of 30 cm. Before entering the lens the beams are parallel to each other and 
separated by the width of the beams, which is about 3 mm. The beams are also kept in the 
horizontal plane to preserve, as nearly as possible, the parallel and perpendicular 
polarization geometries as the beams are refracted. The beams enter the lens at near 
normal incidence. The lens has a focal length of about 30 cm. This results in an estimated 
beam waist at the focal point of 1x10'5 m with a power flux of approximately 1.6 
MW/cm2.
Because the two beams are from different types of dye lasers, they have slight 
differences in their divergence. An inverted low power telescope (Edmund Scientific Co., 
Model J60,941) is used for slight adjustments of the divergence of beam 2 and therefore
61
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Figure 20. Use of Polarimeter in ±45 Degree Test
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the position of the beam waist.
E. OVEN A N D  CELL
To adjust the focus and the overlap of the beams a smoke chamber is used as an 
imaging device. A small piece of rubber is sealed inside a plexiglass chamber (7.0 cm high, 
1.8 cm wide, 6.8 cm deep) with microscope slides as removable windows. The focused 
light of the laser is sufficient to burn the rubber and fill the chamber with smoke. The light 
scattered from the smoke particles are used to image the beam waists. This alignment can 
achieve 70%-80% of the maximum signal. The smoke chamber is then removed and the 
oven and cell are placed in the beam. The fine adjustment to the overlap of the beams is 
made by monitoring the 330.2 nm ultraviolet cascade fluorescence signal due to the two- 
photon transition.
In Figure 21 is shown a cross section of the oven assembly. The oven is 
constructed from 6.4 cm O.D. aluminum tubing. Each end has two baffles to maintain 
uniform temperature in spite of open ends. The cell is mounted in the center of the tube by 
means of an aluminum support bracket. A  Pyrex glass window is used in the side viewing 
port. An access door is cut in the wall opposite the viewing port. The oven assembly is 
wrapped with a 180 cm long coaxial heating element (ARI Inc., Model BXD-0400 B-91- 
K). The ends are support on 3/4" pine boards. Any exposed aluminum is then covered by a 
4 cm thick blanket of fibrefrax, which is sealed in aluminum foil. The openings in the pine 
boards at each end are constricted by irises. A  thermocouple (Cole Parmer Instrument 
Co., Model H-08528-10E) is attached to the aluminum support bracket, and is used for
63
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Figure 21. Cross Section of Oven and Sodium Cell Assembly
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input to a temperature controller (Cole Parmer Instrument Co., Model H-02186-10). 
Temperature is maintained within ±0.2 °C during a single data run. The oven temperature 
was 200(5) °C for all typical data runs. This results in an estimated sodium density of 
about 4 .1x l012 atoms/cm3, as deduced from a vapor pressure curve [12]. A  
nonferromagnetic type E thermocouple was previously used with the type K temperature 
controller so a corrected calibration curve was used (see Figure 22). The plating out of the 
sodium on the slightly cooler windows of the cell was a small problem over a period of a 
few weeks. This situation was rectified by attaching one end of a braided copper sheath to 
the cell support bracket and the other end to a room temperature heat sink. The braid was 
20 cm long and approximately 4 mm in diameter. This causes the sodium to plate out on 
the cell walls next to the support bracket. The sodium sample cells (see Figure 23) are 
made of Pyrex. The cell walls are constructed from 2.6 cm diameter tubes that are 5.0 cm 
long. The windows are optically flat, and are blown onto the cell wall with minimal 
distortion at the edges. An 8 mm diameter stem is attached perpendicular to the main axis. 
The cells are then annealed to remove any thermal stress that would cause birefringence. 
The cell's windows are checked for birefringence by means of crossed linear polarizers. 
The stem is then used to blow it onto a high vacuum system. The entire vacuum system is 
heated to obtain typical background gas pressure of 1()'8 Torr. The Pyrex cells are encased 
in a temporary oven of refractory bricks and heated uniformly by convection with 
electrical heating tapes to insure minimal thermal stress and birefringence of the cell 
windows. The remaining portions of the vacuum system are heated with a Bunsen burner 
or by conduction from electrical heat tapes. After about 48 hours the base pressure is
65
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Figure 22. Temperature Recalibration Curve for Non-Ferromagnetic Thermocouple
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Figure 23. Sodium Cell Design
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obtained. The glass seal to a sodium ampoule (Johnson Matthey Electronics Co., 99.95% 
purity sodium) is broken and the inert argon atmosphere of the ampoule is pumped out. 
After reestablishing the base pressure the sodium is heated and driven out of the ampoule. 
After the base pressure is again achieved, the sodium is driven into the cell by means of a 
Bunsen burner until macroscopic beads of sodium(~().()l ml) are in the cells. During the 
process special care is given to avoid creating thermal stresses in the windows of the cells. 
After the base pressure has been maintained for about 24 hours, the cells are sealed by 
collapsing the stem at the base of the cell with a glass blowing torch, again avoiding 
creation of thermal stress in the windows. The cells are then measured to insure they 
exceed an extinction ratio of 1:8000. The main background gas present is likely argon 
from the sodium ampoule or hydrogen from the vacuum system. Cells of this type have 
shown low leak rates and have lasted several years without noticeable degradation. Each 
cell used in this experiment was used no more than three months. However, the cells 
exhibit signs of photochemistry on the inner Pyrex surface. This is seen as the yellowing of 
the glass at the point where the laser beams entered and exited the cells. This compound 
showed some absorption that limited the lifetimes of the cells to a few weeks. The 
compound's absorption was shown to be independent of polarization.
F. S IGNAL DETECTION
A photodiode is used after the oven to monitor the intensity of beam 1 transmitted 
through a linear polarizer. This is a means by which the computer can independently check 
the polarization switching.
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The population of the 5s 2S1/2 state cascades to the 3p 2Pj and 4p 2Pj states and 
from these states eventually to the 3s 2SI/2 ground state. The intensity of the fluorescence 
of the 4p 2Pj ->3s 2S]/2 transition is taken as a measure that is proportional to the 5s 2Sl/2 
state population. A  photon counting photomultiplier tube (PM T) is used to detect photons 
from the 4p 2Pj >3s 2S1/2 emission in the ultraviolet at 330.298 nm and 330.237 nm. The 
PMT (Hamamatsu TV  Co., Model R464S) is masked with 2 mm of UG11 colored glass 
filters (Schott Optical Glass Co.) selected to block the laser lines, and most visible light 
(<10 '"), yet pass 80% of ultraviolet light. It is further masked with an interference filter 
(Andover Corp., Model 330FS 10-25) intended to pass light in the vicinity of the 
4p 2Pj >3s 2S1/2 transmission line. This interference filter has a peak transmission of 25% 
peaked at 330 nm and a bandwidth of 10 nm. The PM T is placed close to the side view 
port of the oven. A  short focal length (4 cm) Pyrex lens is used to focus the image onto 
the photocathode of the PMT. Typical signal strengths are 103 - 10s photons per second 
depending on detuning. The typical background signals due to dye laser 1 only, dye laser 2 
only, and dark counts are 10, 5, and 10 photons per second, respectively. These count 
rates are subtracted from the measured signal rate to get the true intensities. The dark 
count rate is due to thermal electron emissions and U V photons from fluorescent lighting. 
The background for each laser separately is due in part to leakage of the filters. 
Autoionizing sodium dimers produced in the Na(3p) + Na(3p) excited level collisions may 
contribute to the background from dye laser 1, as well. This can result from fractional 
collisions that produce two excited sodium atoms. The molecule can be formed by the two 
sodium atoms each in their 3p 2Pj state. The molecule may dissociate by an autoionizing
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channel. This results in one sodium atom in the ground state and the other sodium atom 
receiving all of the energy and ionizing. When this ion recombines it may produce cascade 
fluorescence at 330.2 nm. The output from the photomultiplier tube is sent to a photon 
counter (Stanford Research System, Model SRS400 ) with a 300 MHz maximum count 
rate. The photon counter communicates via RS232 serial communication with the main 
computer.
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In this section, an analysis of the data is presented to show what effect, if any, is 
produced by propagation direction of the lasers, sodium density, and laser power densities. 
This is followed by a discussion of systematic error in wavelength and counting statistics. 
The final section of this chapter covers the reduction of the data to values for the 
parameters R and P as defined in equations 2-11 and 2-12.
This experiment was initially set up with the two laser beams propagating through 
the cell in opposite directions, a so-called counterpropagating set up. Such a set up made 
for ease of alignment of the laser beams and their foci, because the two optics trains were 
independent. It would also largely remove Doppler broadening leading to more precise 
wavelength measurements. Figure 24 shows some typical results from this set up. The 
frequency of laser 2 is held constant while that of laser 1 is scanned across the two photon 
3s 2Si/2 >5s 2Si/2 resonance. This figure shows a graph of the 4p 2Pj >3s 2S1/2 cascade 
fluorescence counts versus detuning of laser 1 from the D2 line. In this graph of raw data 
the hyperfine structure is clearly unresolved. However, the hyperfine splitting of 0.05 cm'1 
is not substantially less than the laser linewidths of 0.20 cm'1 and 0.15 cm'1 for lasers 1 and 
2 respectively. Upon closer inspection a slight asymmetry of the line centers for the two 
different polarizations can be detected. If one graphs the P, versus detuning of laser 1 as in
71
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Figure 24. Spectral Intensity Profile for Two-Photon Excitation in Counterpropagating
Beams Geometry
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Figure 25, it is easy to see the effect of the two ground state hyperfine levels. Since each 
of the four hyperfine transitions has a different PL associated with it, the hyperfine levels 
are partially resolved unlike when a simple intensity measure is made. There is still serious 
blending of the individual hyperfine lines.
The integrated hyperfine PL is the same as PL in the coupled electronic basis, but if 
the interval of integration is not chosen correctly, incorrect values will result. Another 
concern is the correlation of laser power with the scan. If  the power or bandwidth of 
either laser were to drift during the scan, incorrect values would result. Since the accurate 
means to normalize the data to laser powers and linewidths was not available the problem 
was resolved by using copropagating laser beams. With both laser beams propagating in 
the same direction the transitions are Doppler broadened to 0.10 cm'1. In Figure 26 is 
shown the typical raw data for the copropagating case. More convincing is the graph of P, 
versus detuning of laser 1 presented in Figure 27. All evidence of hyperfine structure is 
removed. The fit has a slight slope, which is merely the slope of PL versus A. This slope is 
identical to the slope shown in Figure 3. Toward the wings the counting statistics result in 
greater scatter.
The analysis is complicated by the Doppler broadening of the atomic resonances, 
the scanning of dye laser 1, and the bandwidths of dye laser 1 and dye laser 2. The 
Gaussian Doppler profile is convoluted with the measured profiles of both dye lasers to 
model properly the resultant P, and A for each data point. The results and all experimental 
data are given in Appendix A. Dye laser 1 has a simple Gaussian shape, but dye laser 2 has 
an asymmetric shape modeled by a different Gaussian shape for each side of line center.
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Figure 25. Spectral Polarization Profile for Two-Photon Excitation in
Counterpropagating Beams Geometry.
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Figure 26. Spectral Intensity Profile for Two-Photon Excitation in Copropagating Beams
Geometry
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Figure 27. Spectral Polarization Profile for Two-Photon Excitation in Copropagating
Beams Geometry
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The line shape of dye laser 2 complicates this analysis. A  minor effect of line pulling 
toward the D1 and D2 lines results from the sharply varying intensities seen previously in 
Figure 4.
In Figure 28 is shown the dependence of PL on sodium density. To understand 
these data, note that the wavelength of the two-photon resonance for the scanning dye 
laser 1 is fixed by dye laser 2. Dye laser 2 has no active wavelength stabilization. To 
compensate for the slightly different detunings the vertical axis is the residual to the 
experimental fit, rather than P, values at different detunings. A  linear fit to the data and 
95% confidence limits are shown in the figure. These data are taken in a region that is 
insensitive to any fitting parameters. The fit shows no discernible dependence of the data 
on sodium density or likewise on temperature. Such might be the case if some transition 
were optically thick. Since neither laser is resonant with any atomic level by itself, the only 
source of dependence should be in the cascade fluorescence. The signal intensity at lower 
sodium densities was compensated for by longer data collection times.
In Figures 29 and 30 is shown the dependence of PL on laser power for dye laser 1 
and dye laser 2, respectively. As in Figure 28, the vertical axis is the residual to the 
experimental fit in order to eliminate the effect of dye laser 2 drift. The data were taken 
near the D2 line as the data are insensitive to fitting parameters in that detuning range. The 
curves shown are a linear fit to the data and 95% confidence limits. Neither set of data 
shows a dependence on laser power to the 0.10% level. The lower count rates at lower 
powers are compensated for with longer data collection time. Many effects at the power 
densities used in this experiment are possible. Among them are light shifts, mixing of
77
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Figure 28. Dependence of Polarization Data on Sodium Density
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Figure 29. Dependence of Polarization Data on Power Density of Dye Laser 1
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Figure 30. Dependence of Polarization Data on Power Density of Dye Laser 2
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atomic states in dressed states, and optical pumping. These effects will become more 
pronounced as the lasers are brought closer to the D1 and D2 lines. Fortunately, the near 
neighborhoods of the D1 and D2 lines provide little useful information to this type of 
spectroscopy as the R values are fixed by the atomic resonant polarization values. Without 
hyperfine depolarization these values are 0% and 60% for the D1 and D2 lines, 
respectively.
B. UNCERTAINTIES
The main sources of errors in this experiment come from uncertainties due to 
counting statistics, impurity in the polarization states, and errors in measurement of the 
wavelength of the lasers. The errors in wavelength measurements are due to the 
bandwidth of the two-photon transition and systematic errors associated with the Fizeau 
wavemeter.
The count statistics is a function of the counting rate and the duration of counting. 
The larger the detuning from a resonance, the smaller the counting rate is. This was 
compensated for with longer count periods. The uncertainty in PL was held at nearly 0.2% 
but was no better than 0.1%. The purity of the laser polarization was better than 1 part in 
4000, or 0.025%. The bandwidth of the two-photon transition is 0.40 cm'1, which leads to 
an uncertainty of about 0.02 cm'1 in line center. The wavemeter shows a nearly constant 
shift of 0.28 cm'1 when compared to known values for the D1 and D2 lines in sodium.
This is corrected for by daily measures of the D lines. The corrected wavemeter reading 
shows an offset error in the spacing of the D lines of 0.03 cm'1, which is modeled by a
81
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constant shift of the detuning of each data point to the blue of 0.03 cm'1. Finally, the 
measurements are made on atomic resonances where the effects due to collisions, 
hyperfine optical pumping, and light shifts all may cause shifts of this magnitude. The 
uncertainty in wavelength is 0.02 cm'1 .
C. REDUCTION OF DATA
In Figure 31 is shown the experimental data with a curve fitted to P, versus A as a 
function of both R and P, of Equations 2-11 and 2-12. The theoretical expressions used 
for P, are the complete formulas from Equation 2-14. The size of each data symbol is 
approximately that of the error bars.
The R is highly correlated to P. Over the range of the spectrum measured, the two 
contributions are indistinguishable. Since the contribution due to other higher P states is 
minor, estimates of their contribution will suffice. The largest contributions come from the 
4p 2Pj and 5p 2Pj states. In Figure 32 is shown the difference in P, between an R value of 
1 and several other R values with P varied to compensate. The differences are nearly an 
order of magnitude smaller than the error due to just the counting statistics, yet the 
differences in the R values spans an immense range of 3%. The fitting parameters R and P 
are highly correlated. Since they are highly correlated, the results are given as R as a 
function of P and the best estimate of P. The curves all seem to cross at three points. At 
the detunings of 0 cm'1 and -17.196 cm'1, which correspond to the D2 and D1 lines, the 
resonance line values dominate. At the detuning o f-11.5 cm'1 the lines seem to meet 
because the first derivative of P, is zero at this point.
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Figure 31. Polarization Data with Fitted Curve as a Function of Detuning from the 
3s 2Si/2 ‘^ p  2PV2 Resonance Line
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Figure 32. Difference of Polarization Curves for Correlated Values of Ratio of Reduced 
Matrix Elements (R), and Higher P States Contribution (P) as a Function of Detuning 
from the 3s 2S1/2 >3p 2P3/2 Resonance Line
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CHAPTERS
RESULTS
A. BEST ESTIM ATE OF HIGHER P STATE EFFECTS (P)
The test of the fit used here is chi-squared ( x 2) as defined by Bevington[13]. The 
best fit to the data is represented by a minimum in x2. A standard deviation for purely 
statistical errors is where the x 2 increases by 1 from the minimum. In Figure 33 the 
sloping line in the middle is x2min and is bracketed by sloping lines of x2min + 1 • These 
lines continue their parallel course into clearly unrealistic regions for values of R. 
Therefore an estimate of higher P states contribution is needed. The fit to X ^ jn is 
R = 1.00243 + 5.673 P. To estimate P one needs information about not only the 
magnitude of the reduced matrix elements of the higher P states but also their relative 
signs. Experimental oscillator strengths are helpful in the first case but not the second, 
since they contain the square of the reduced matrix elements. In Table 13 is contained an 
overview of relative reduced matrix elements from different sources. Column 1 is the 
principal quantum number. In Column 2 are the experimental values compiled by 
Wiese [14]. Columns 3 and 4 contain theoretical values derived from oscillator strengths 
of Kostelecky [15] and LindgSrd [16]. Column 5 contain theoretical values of Bates [17], 
where attention has been given to the relative signs. The magnitudes of the theoretical 
values agree within 10% and agree with experiment with the uncertainties. The changing 
sign in column 5 is important and is due to the overlap of the wavefunctions. As the nodes 
of the wavefunctions migrate with changing principal quantum number, their overlap will
85
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Figure 33. A  Graph of Constant Values of x  as a Function of Ratio of Reduced Matrix 
Elements (R) and Higher P States Contribution (P), with Limits on the Accuracy of P.
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Table 13. An Overview of Higher P State Relative Reduced Matrix Elements.
(35 'SJT'WNp xP,){Np ,P 1||7’ , ||55 'Sn> 
<35 'S j r 'P p  'P t)(3p ,P 1||r'||55 'Sn>
N Wiese [15] Kostelecky [16] Lindgard [17] Bates [18]
3 1.00(13) 1.000 1.000
4 1.052 1.075 .983
5 .665 .731 -.604
6 .0475 .0494 -.024
7 1.33xl0'2 1.35xl0'2
8 5.74x1 O'3 5.72xl0"3
9 3.05xl0'3 3.06x1 O'3
10 3.88x10° (96) 1.83xl0'3 1.85x10°
11 1.09x1 O'3 (27) 1.20x1 O'3 1.16x10°
12 7.73xl0'4(195) 8.33xlQ'4 8.17x10°
13 5.68x1 O'4 (142) 6.07xl0'4
14 4.18xl0'4(105) 4.56xl0'4
15 3.24xl0'4 (81) 3.53X10-4
16 2.58x1 O'4 (64) 2.79xl0'4
17 2.11xl0‘4(57) 2.24x10 4
18 1.74xl0‘4 (43) 1.83x1 O'4
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go from one sign to the other. In Figure 34 is illustrated this effect using hydrogenic 
wavefunctions. The integrand of the radial overlap integral is shown by the heavy line. The 
dotted lines are the wavefunctions and are shown, magnified by a factor of 20. The graphs 
from top to bottom are for the 4s->-3p, 4s->4p, and 4s >-5p transitions. The integrals 
evaluate to 2.44, -23.23, and 8.47, respectively. These amplitudes are squared when 
calculating oscillator strengths, and so the sign is lost. However, for this experimental 
method the sign is important because the transition goes coherently through all of the 
states, so the amplitudes are all summed before they are squared. The terms beyond Bates' 
Tables are small and it is assumed they oscillate in sign, so should not contribute at the 
10% level. Bates' terms are combined with their negative detuning from the distant levels 
to yield the best estimate of P.
B. RATIO OF REDUCED M A TR IX  ELEMENTS (R)
The lines for the best estimate for the range of P is -2.28x10 4 ± .64x10 4. This 
is shown by the vertical lines in Figure 33. The result for R is 1.0012(12) where the 
quoted error represents one standard deviation (a). This result is on par with the best 
precision measurements of ratios of matrix elements and far exceeds many. In addition, 
this method is not restricted to ground state measurements. In Figures 35 and 36 are seen 
the normalized residuals to the fit. In all, 22 points fall outside lo , 4 points fall outside 2a, 
and 1 point falls outside 3a, in this sample size of 109 points, which demonstrates a purely 
statistical error. For the sake of clarity the residuals have been normalized by their 
associated uncertainties. Finally, note that the sign of R is determined to be positive, in
88
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Figure 34. Hydrogenic Wavefunction Overlap Integrands for the 4s~>3p, 4s ->4p, and 
4s >5p Transitions
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Figure 35. Distribution of Normalized Residuals.
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Figure 36. Normalized Residuals as a Function of Detuning from the 3s 2Sl/2 >3p 2P3/2 
Resonance Line
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agreement with expectations for j-independent reduced matrix elements for this transition. 
Such a result can never be obtained from the more standard methods and is a result of the 
truly novel technique.
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CHAPTER 6
CO NCLUSIONS
The work by Warner [18] predicts a result for R of .996. It is clear that the
precision of this result and those like it will give justification to refining the theoretical 
calculations of dipole matrix elements, now that the experimental means to test those 
calculations has advanced.
The ratio R contains more information than oscillator strengths, namely the relative 
sign of the transition matrix elements. However, oscillator strengths are a more common 
form of this atomic property, so the results are also given in that nomenclature. The ratio 
of oscillator strengths Rosc is defined as
where X.j are the vacuum wavelengths of the first and second steps of the resonant 
transition. The primes indicate transition through the 3p 2P1/2 and the absence of primes 
indicate 3p 2P3/2 as the intermediate state. The measured value for Rosc is 4.0098(67) with 
a total combined error of lo . For transitions out of the ground state, oscillator strengths 
are measured with relative ease and precision, although often subject to systematic error. 
Gawlik[19] has determined the ground state ratios to be
(6- 1)
/  (35 2Slp r 3p 2Pm  ) /  (3p 2Pm -5s 2SW_ ) 
f  (3s 2Sm-3p  2P m ) /  (3p 2P m-5s 2SW_ )
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(6-2)
/  (3s 2S1/2-3 p 2Pm  )
/  (35 2Sv2-'3p 2Pm )
= 1.985(4)
This may be combined with the measurement reported here to yield a first result for the 
ratio of excited state oscillator strengths
(6-3)
/  (3p 2Pv,-5s 2S.P )
1/2 = 2 .020(5)
/  (3p 2P ]/2-55 2S1/2 )
It can be noted that the ground state transition value is 4o less than the nominal value of 2, 
while the excited state value is 4o greater than 2. One should keep in mind the very 
different approaches involved in reaching the two different values.
This novel method has many and varied applications. Presently research is 
continuing in rubidium and will soon start on cesium. Measurable j-dependent values of R 
are expected for these atoms. One motivation for these projects is to support atomic parity 
violation experiments. The results can be used to test with extreme accuracy theoretical 
wavefunction calculations used in extracting the electroweak parameters. Astrophysicists 
and plasma designers will also be able to test theoretical values of excited state oscillator 
strengths.
The information on the relative phase of the wavefunction will prove useful in the 
realm of Rydberg states. In this case the second step would need to be a downward
94
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transition caused by stimulated emission. The overlap of the wavefunctions with their 
numerous nodes should be a sensitive test of any theoretical wavefunction calculation. In 
this instance the effect from other P states, both higher and lower, is the quantity of 
interest. This approach could even be extended to sampling intermediate levels above the 
ionization limit. In this case autoionizing levels might serve as near resonant intermediate 
levels.
Finally, the interesting feature of total destructive interference can be exploited to 
create a polarization sensitive light control switch. If  the polarizations of the two lasers are 
perpendicular, then dye laser 1 suffers some absorption in the sodium vapor. When the 
polarization of dye laser 2 is made parallel to dye laser 1, the sodium vapor becomes 
transparent to both laser beams.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A  contains the main set of experimental data. The first two columns are 
the ordered pair polarization degree (PL) and detuning from the 3s 2SI/2 >3p 2P3/2 
resonance line. The third column is the error, which is the difference of the experimental 
value of P, and the fitted value of P ,. The uncertainty obtained from counting statistics 
only is found in column 4. Column 5 is normalized error which is obtained by dividing the 
value in column 3 by the value in column 4.




-97.946 -11.005 -.153 0.443 -.346
-96.177 -10.768 -.087 0.503 -.173
-96.474 -10.805 -.071 0.491 -.145
-96.393 -10.789 0.288 0.491 0.586
-95.844 -10.751 -.081 0.512 -.157
-96.455 -10.811 -.088 0.491 -.179
75.118 3.947 0.086 0.175 0.493
75.093 3.925 0.086 0.205 0.419
75.209 3.937 0.033 0.165 0.200
-56.687 -8.577 -.275 1.151 -.239
-56.338 -8.573 -.624 1.131 -.552
-55.988 -8.559 -.670 1.133 -.592
-56.121 -8.567 -.677 1.135 -.597
-84.564 -13.249 0.604 0.918 0.658
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-84.455 -13.260 0.843 0.923 0.914
-84.567 -13.230 0.696 0.914 0.761
-84.780 -13.219 0.338 0.915 0.369
-84.610 -13.243 0.930 0.924 1.007
78.369 5.048 -.308 0.316 -.977
77.779 5.054 0.312 0.322 0.969
78.320 5.039 -.234 0.314 -.746
78.162 5.021 0.087 0.119 0.730
77.876 5.023 0.284 0.351 0.810
78.277 5.039 -.088 0.385 -.230
78.107 5.036 0.132 0.377 0.351
77.910 5.029 0.068 0.378 0.179
77.956 5.012 -.146 0.383 -.381
68.235 1.647 -.421 0.270 -1.559
69.752 2.151 0.049 0.252 0.193
69.596 2.157 0.294 0.253 1.158
71.996 2.840 -.206 0.303 -.680
71 922 2.842 0.358 0.299 1.198
71.907 2.855 0.359 0.301 1.192
72.191 2.879 0.133 0.308 0.432
-2.831 -6.007 0.022 0.939 0.024
-2.860 -6.005 -.148 0.905 -.163
-2.219 -5.982 -.098 0.902 -.109
-2.745 -5.985 0.335 0.903 0.371
-3.123 -6.017 -.262 0.908 -.289
-3.380 -6.020 0.035 0.909 0.039
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-2.735 -6.001 0.001 0.907 0.001
69.408 2.092 0.211 0.214 0.988
69.460 2.092 -.064 0.212 -.300
81.967 6.943 -.244 0.291 -.837
81.713 6.916 0.262 0.286 0.917
82.234 6.921 -.596 0.280 -2.131
82.251 6.930 -.309 0.296 -1.043
81.922 6.853 -.433 0.301 -1.437
81.967 6.851 -.521 0.294 -1.771
-99.726 -11.576 -.355 0.394 -.902
-99.799 -11.576 -.022 0.402 -.056
-99.986 -11.579 -.132 0.386 -.341
-100.255 -11.540 0.231 0.406 0.569
81.342 6.610 0.071 0.181 0.391
81.372 6.622 0.068 0.168 0.406
81.415 6.626 -.331 0.169 -1.953
81.434 6.635 -.024 0.176 -.139
81.108 6.571 0.149 0.176 0.845
86.920 10.817 0.040 0.347 0.115
87.096 10.818 0.073 0.334 0.217
87.048 10.844 0.193 0.335 0.575
86.751 10.857 0.378 0.346 1.094
87.606 10.713 -.870 0.355 -2.452
86.857 10.689 0.235 0.356 0.659
-100.016 - i  1.563 0.216 0.273 0.791
-99.975 -11.571 -.068 0.263 -.258
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-99.976 -11.567 I C/1 o 0.264 -.567
-99.923 -11.558 -.211 0.266 -.791
-99.987 -11.577
in00r 0.277 -.667
-99.965 -11.649 0.172 0.282 0.608
86.882 10.852 0.119 0.211 0.563
87.168 10.844 -.280 0.219 -1.277
87.007 10.826 0.162 0.230 0.706
87.260 10.813 0.059 0.235 0.251
87.047 10.863 0.020 0.222 0.090
87.148 10.886 0.087 0.231 0.377
86.813 10.799 0.373 0.237 1.575
71.398 2.736 0.382 0.212 1.800
71.527 2.722 -.050 0.211 -.237
-63.145 -14.264 0.209 1.140 0.183
-62.423 -14.276 -.144 1.142 -.126
-62.504 -14.277 0.053 1.142 0.046
-59.821 -14.403 0.162 1.151 0.140
73.354 3.298 0.034 0.193 0.174
73.440 3.316 -.099 0.194 -.509
80.920 -28.613 0.252 0.405 0.622
81.002 -28.634 0.023 0.406 0.056
81.295 -28.672 -.025 0.399 -.064
81.094 -28.674 0.061 0.411 0.149
80.873 -28.660 -.013 0.227 -.057
80.931 -28.649 0.003 0.239 0.013
80.906 -28.720 0.294 0.241 1.218
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80.985 -28.615 0.046 0.479 0.096
72.531 2.987 0.210 0.226 0.930
72.592 3.022 -.166 0.233 -.712
32.025 -19.410 0.097 0.596 0.162
33.508 -19.567 0.388 0.579 0.670
33.442 -19.600 0.859 0.577 1.489
-51.222 -14.785 0.339 1.170 0.290
-50.492 -14.803 -.177 1.169 -.152
-50.282 -14.836 0.289 1.168 0.248
-49.987 -14.847 0.637 1.168 0.545
-50.235 -14.850 0.789 1.168 0.676
41.624 -2.613 -.363 0.478 -.758
41.260 -2.642 -.088 0.481 -.184
41.644 -2.641 -.202 0.479 -.420
41.478 -2.626 -.169 0.478 -.355
41.547 -2.615 -.089 0.477 -.187
41.746 -2.605 -.372 0.477 -.780
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B contains the daily measurements of the D1 line (3s 2S1/2 >3p 2P1/2) 
and the D2 line (3s 2S1/2 ->3p 2P3/2) in atomic sodium. These values are in columns 1 and 
2. The measured separation of the D lines is in column 3 and has an agreed upon value of 
17.196 cm'1. Column 4 contains the date the measurements were made. These values are 
used to calibrate the wavemeter readings that are found in appendix A.
D2 Line (cm 1) D1 Line (cm 1) D Line Separation (cm 1) DATE
16973.485 16956.228 17.257 5/19
16973.444 16956.231 17.213 5/21
16973.498 16956.256 17.242 5/23
16973.406 16956.220 17.186 5/24
16973.553 16956.347 17.206 6/15
16973.522 16956.324 17.198 6/16
16973.527 16956.302 17.225 6/20
16973.522 16956.330 17.192 6/21
16973.535 16956.314 17.221 6/22
16973.519 16956.300 17.219 6/23
16973.523 16956.313 17.21 6/30
16973.531 16956.301 17.23 6/28
16973.442 16956.336 17.106 7/07
16973.546 16956.333 17.213 7/08
16973.532 16956.303 17.229 7/12
16973.552 16956.308 17.244 7/13
16973.543 16956.325 17.218 7/14
16973.541 16956.314 17.227 7/19
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16973.525 16956.242 17.283 7/20
16973.536 16956.254 17.282 7/22
16973.528 16956.325 17.203 7/23
16973.530 16956.332 17.198 7/25
16973.542 16956.336 17.206 7/26
16973.553 16956.334 17.219 7/27
16973.527 16956.337 17.19 7/28
16973.514 16956.318 17.196 7/29
16973.502 16956.273 17.229 7/30
16973.514 16956.298 17.216 7/31
16973.522 16956.302 17.22 8/01
16973.447 16956.312 17.135 8/02
16973.552 16956.329 17.223 8/17
16973.528 16956.323 17.205 8/18
16973.405 16956.343 17.062 8/22
16973.534 16956.309 17.225 8/23
16973.577 16956.366 17.211 8/30
16973.555 16956.351 17.204 8/31
16973.558 16956.356 17.202 9/01
16973.556 16956.314 17.242 9/07
16973.557 16956.340 17.217 9/07
16973.574 16956.362 17.212 9/08
16973.561 16956.344 17.217 9/12
16973.555 16956.342 17.213 9/13
16973.548 16956.343 17.205 9/13
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APPENDIX C
Appendix C contains the programs used for data collection and analysis.
' I l i U M  I ' l S S C  W IT H  SL AVE COMPUTER R U N N IN G  I . K / U I I )  RETARHER  
• W I T H  IMPRO VED HACKHOUNI) SUIT! K A C T IO N  - R E D .  - Y E L L O W .  (DARK
D I M  D A T P E R M  I 01)0 . 1 ) ,  OATPAR& ( I ( IDS , - I ) .  W A V E / / ( HM)r>. I ) .  I ’O I.DEO//  ( I 0 0 3  ) 
I) I M I) I ( ) * (  I 0 ) , M O N I ' I O R P E H * (  1 0 0 5 .  1 ) .  MON I -TOR P A R *  ( I (X) T.. 1)
D I M  P A H H A C K M  l()()r>) . PEIIUACK& ( I 0 0 5  )
COMMON SHARED I ) I O % ( )
DECLARE S l l l l  DAS 2 1) ( M O D E * .  I IY V A I .  ( lu m m y * .  F L A G * )  ’ I 'cum I l ie  DAS 2 1) I i l> .
DECLARE s o i l  A S KI ’ I IOTONCOUNT ( d u m m y * .  NUMPIIOTON& , E R H E I . d * )
DECLARE SDH ASKWAVKMETER ( d u m m y * .  W A V E / / .  ERREI.CIS)
HEM ON ERROR GOTO OVEI IANDOIJT
S T A R T E I .O *  = 0 
EXTS = " . <> I : i "
H E I G H T *  = ird lHO  
NIIMI.I  I O P S *  = 20(1 
C Y C L E IT M E S  = " I c 7  " 
CO M I'D E I .A Y *  = 3 0 0 0 0  
s c a n s  I u r L *  = - 2 0 ( 1 0  
s c a n s ( u p *  = 2 0 0 0  
S C A N S T E P *  = ( s c a n s  I u p *  
WAVETAROET//  = 1 0 0 7 1 !
•F L A G  FOR C O N S E C U T I V E  NUMBER I NO OE RONS
'D A T E  E X T E N S I O N
E S T IM A T E  H E I G H T  OE SCREEN
■NUMBER OE LOOPS I N  T H E  SCAN
■c y c l e : T IM E  I N  I E - 7  SECONDS EOR EACH D A T A P O IN T  
'D E L A Y  EOR COMPENSATOR TO  S T A H L  I Z E
s c a n s  l a  r  t * ) /  N I IM I .O O P S *
ON K E Y ( I )  GOSUH OVERANDODT  
K E Y ( I ) ON
P D O V E R R I U E *  = 1 
P I I C I . I M P T *  = 1 0 0 0  
CLOSE
c i r ro E E *  = r.o 
M A X E IIR *  = 10
OPEN " C : \ M E Y E R \ P I S S . E I I R "  EOR O UTP UT AS / / I I )
OPEN " C : \ M E Y E R \ P I S S . T M P "  EOR IN P U T  AS //!)
IN P U T  I I0 .  HAN 
CLOSE //!)
I E  S T A H T E I .G *  = I THEN I N P U T  "E N T E R  RUN NUMIIER" : HAN 
P R I N T  "HUN NI IMHER I I I  GD I S ( S I RS ( RAN ) , 3 )
NAMES * " c : \ M E Y E H \ P I S S \ P I S N A "  * R I  (H IT S  ( S I R S  ( RAN ) , 3 )  * EXTS  
’ M a k e  s u r e  T i l e  i s  n o t  o v e r  w r i t t e n




S E T S C H E E N *  = 0
V IE W  ( 1 ,  I ) - ( G 3 B .  2 0 0 ) ,  , 0
V I E W  P R I N T  22  TO  24
OPKN ''C()M2 : I )B OO ,
1*111 NT 112. !• ••
PH I  NT 112. " H C 0 "
PH I  NT 112. "S W0"
PH I  NT 112. " ( ’MO "
P H I  NT It 2 . " C I O , 1
  I N I T I A L I Z E  S H S '1 0 0 -  -
, 2 . C S . D S . C D "  EOR RANDOM AS H I
' S E T  T'RANM I S S  I ON DE LA Y  TO 0 * 3 . 3  MS
'S E T  CO UN TER A TO I N P U T  I
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P R I N T I I 2 . " C l  1 .1 " 'S I-1 ' O O I IN TFR 11 TO I N P U T  2
PR I N  I I I 2 , " C l  2 . 0 " ■ S l- r  OOUNTFU T  TO 10 M i l /
PR I N I ' I I 2 . ” I )S () .  1 " ' D I S C  F A I . I . I N C  FOR A
PR IN  I' I I 2 . " R S I .1 " ' D I S C  F A I . I . I N C  FOR 1)
P R I N T I I2 . " R S 2 ,1 " ' D I S C  F A I . I . I N C  FOR T
P R I N T I I2 . " H M D , 0 " ' D I S C  F I X F I )  FOR A
P R I N T I I2 . " R M I . 0 " ' D I S C  F I X I - D  FOR 11
PR IN'!' I I2 . " D M 2 . 0 ' D I S C  F I X F I )  FOR T
P R I N T I I2 . "1)1.0, - . O-il l" ' 1) 1 SC FOR A - . 1 0  V
I ’l l )  NT I I 2 . "1)1,1 . - .OHO " ' D I S C  FOR I I  - . 2 0  V
P R I N T I I2 . "1)1.2 . - . 1 0 0 " ' D I S C  FOR T  - . 1 0  V
P R I N T I I2 . " O M O . 0 ' 'CW CA'I 'F FOR A
P R I N T I I2 . " O M I . 0 ' 'CW C A M - FOR II
P R I N T I I 2 . " 0 M 2  , O ’ 'CW CA'I 'F FOR 1
• ------------------------------------------------------------------ | N i l A I . I  ZI- W A V F M F T F R --------
O l ’FN "COM I l O O O O . N . H .  I . OS , l )S  , A S P "  FOR RANDOM AS I I I 
I ’ ll I N T  I I I  . " H "  :
• -------------  ---------. -  ----------------  | „  i | j 1 I ■/ (.
" I ' l i i s  s e e l  i n n  I i i  i I I ;i I I z c s  I In.’ D A S - !  
■ M e m o ry  A c c e s s  l e v e l s  s p e c i f i e d  a n  
' I ' l i n e I  I o n s .
O l ’ l-N " \ R A S 2 0 \ R A S 2 0  . ADR" FOR IN P U T  
I N P U T  l / : i .  I ) 1 0 * ( 0 )
1) IO% ( 0 ) = 7 0 B  
l)IO*( I ) = 2 
D i o r „ ( 2 )  =• i 
f i . a c *  = o
M R *  - D
C A I. I .  I > A S 2 0 ( M D * .  V A R I ’T I l  ( I) 1( ) * (  0 ) ) . 
I F  F I . A C *  <>  D TU RN P R I N T  " I N S T A I  
' U n i t  o n  e r r o i
vv I 111 m o d e  0  -  - ------------------ ----------------------------
R h o a r d .  I l ie  i n l e r r n p t  a n d  D i  r e e l  
■ t h o s e  n o t  u s e d  b y  o t h e r  c o m p u t e r
-S //• '  ' R e t  I m s e  I / O  a d d r e s s
' I n t e r r u p t  l e v e l  
' I ) . M . A . l e v e l  
' e r r o r  v a r i a b l e  
' m o d e  0 - I n  i t  i a  I i z e  
F t , A C * )
.[ .AT I ON FUROR H "  . F I . A C * :  OOI O O VI-RANDOIU'
. _____________________ _____________ ORANI) LOOP S U C T I O N ________________
P R I N T  "IM'N NIIMMFR 1110111$ I S I R S  ( R A N ) , : i )
S C A N N I IM *  = s c a n s  I a r  I *
1 ) 1 0 * 1 ( 1 )  ■= I 
l ) I O * ( l )  -  S C A N N U M *
FI . A C *  = (I 
M l ) *  -  7
C A I . I .  D A S 2 0 ( M I ) * ,  V A H I ’ I I I  (1310% ( 0 ) ) . F I . A C * )
I F  F I . A C *  () T I IF N  P R I N T  " I N S T A I . I .A T  I ON FUROR H "  . F I . A C * :  S I O P  
' H a l l  o n  e r r o r
Min - i r.
1 ) 1 0 * 1 1)) = 1
CA I. I ,  DAS2D ( M l ) * , V A R I ’T R ( I ) I ()%( 0 ) ) , F I , A O * )
C O N T *  = I 
W il l  I .F  C O N T *  - I 
M l) *  = I -1
CA I . I .  D A S 2 0  ( Ml)% . VAI1P111 ( I) I ( ) * ( ( ) )  ) . F I . A O * )
I F  I) I < ) * ( ( ) )  =■ -1 T I IF N  C O N T *  ” 2 
W'FNR
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tvll l  1.1- I N K P Y $  ̂
w i •: n  t >
i o n  .12% • i i n  i 
SOANNI 'M X - s i ' i i n s  I i i r t  % 
l ) I O X ( O )  •= I 
l ) H ) X ( l )  = SO ANNI 'MX  
Pl .A CX = (I 
MDX -  7
C A M .  I )A S 2 ( I ( M D % ,  V A I IP 1 I I  ( I) I O X (  0  ) ) . P l .A C X )
I P  P l .A CX •-> 0  T I IP N  I ’l l  I NT " 1 N S T A M . A T I O N  PHIIOH / /"  , P l .A C X :  STOP  
' l l . - i l  I o n  e r r o r
POII W A I T P X  -  I T O  701)0  
N P X T  IV A I l‘CX
I P  .12% = I T I IP N  N I .O O P S T P P X  = I P l .S P  N I .O O P S T P P X  = :i
POII .11% = 1 T O  NPMI.OOPSX S T I - P  N I .OO PSTPPX  
' SCAN
I P  .12% = I T I IP N  SPANNOMX = SOANNlIM% * S C A N S T P P X  P l .S P  SPANNOMX = SCANNt 'MX < 2 ♦
s c a n s  rp:i’%
I ) I O X ( I ) )   ̂ i 
l ) I O % (  I ) -  SPANNOMX  
I ' l .A C X  = 0 
Ml)% = 7
CA I . I .  D A S 2 0  ( M D X . V A I I P T I I (  D 1 0 % (  0 ) ) . P l .A C X )
I I -  P l .A C X  < >  (I T I IP N  I ’ l l  I  N T  " I N S T A I . I .A T  I ON Pn i lO l !  I I " .  I ' l .A C X :  S K I P  
* Ifn I f o n  e r r o r
’ P P I I P P N D K T I . A H  P O I . A I M / A T I O N
i .o c a t p : 2-1. -K)
Pit I NT "C OMP O P P "  :
' t u h n  c o m p p n s a t o h  o p p  
m d x  = i r,
1) I < )%(( ) )  = 2
C A M ,  0A.S2I) | M D X , V A I I P I  It ( I) I OX ( ( ) ) ) .  P l .A C X )
CON I X - I
w i i i i .p  c o n  i x  = i
MDX = I
C A M .  I ) A S 2 0 ( M I ) X .  V A I I P I I I ( l ) l ( ) X ( 0 )  ) . P l .A C X )
IP' l ) K I X ( O )  = 2 T I IP N  C O N I X  = 2 
WPNI)
POII IV A P IP X  = 1 T O  PO M PDPI.AYX  
NI-XT  W A I T P X
o i i p o k p i i o t o o i o d p i  :
MDX = :i
l ) I O X ( O )  = G 'HANOI-:
l ) I O X ( l )  = 1 ' CHANNPI,  -1
C A M .  I ) A S 2 ( I ( M I ) X ,  V A I IP  I I I  ( I) 1 0 X (  0 )  ) , P l .A C X )
I P  P l .A C X  <>  I) T I IP N  P H I  N T  "PHI IO H II P l .A C X :  ” I N  MODI- 2 ” : GOTO OVPHANIXII i I
I P  l ) M ) X ( O )  < C I IT O I -P X  AND .12% < 2 AND P D O V H H H I  DP.X = 0 T I IP N  
N P I I I IX  = N P I IH X  * 1
I P  NP I IH X  > MAX PHI? T I IP N  I ’ l l  I N T  " S W IT C H  I N C  PI IH OI I  P P T O P P / S  IC N A ) , ” : O l'TO PP X:  
-. I ) I  ( ) % ( I ) ) : G O I O  O V P I IA N P O I IT  
PI .S P  
N P H I IX  = 0 
PNI)  II-'
I P  N I - I I I IX  <>  0 GOTO C I IP C K P I IO T O D IO D P 1
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• S I AIM' PHOTON ( '0 1 INTI- II  
S T /M I I  I : I ' l l l T I I U  - (I 
I ' l l  I NT I I 2 .  "O H"
i m i i n t  l i 2 . " c i ' 2 . "  * c v c i . i - r r i m i -:s
I ’ ll  I NT 112. "<’S"
C A M .  A S K P I I 0 T 0 N C 0 H N T ( 2 .  NIIMI’ I IO ' IO N S . P H H I T . 0 % ) 
P A I P I - H M - M X .  .12%) -  NIIMPIIOTON&
MON I 'l O I I I 'F l fX  ( . 1 1 % , .12%)  = !>!€)%( 0  )
WAVI-:: ' I I I -A t )  WAVPMFTFH
I I -  .12% -  I T I IF N
C A I. I .  A S N W A V H M H IH lM i l i im m y X .  WAVI• / / ,  F l t l t lT .0 % )
W A V F / / ( . I 1 % ,  .12%) = WAVI-//
• w i i i i . i -  i .o c i  i ) < 11
' NHMCIIFCKX = NI'M CH FCK X ♦ I
' I I - '  NPMCHFCKX > I OOOU T I I I -N  W il l  T P  II I I I .  "W AV FM FTFIt  F A I I . l ' H F " :  0 0 1 0  O V HItANI IO I ' I 
'WI-ND
'W i l l  1.1- I .()( '(  I ) -  I I 
’ I N I ’I 'T  H \ .  W A V I- / / ( - I I  %. .12%)
' WI-ND
II-'  WAVI-:/ /( . )  I % . .12%) < 1 0 0 0 0  T I I I -N  0 0 1 (1  WAVI- 
I I -  A H S ( W A V I - : / / ( J I % . . I 2 % )  -  WAVI- II ( I . I ) ) > I T I IF N  OOTO WAVI-
I I -  AHS< WAVKff ( .1 1 % .  .12%) -  W A V I - : / / ( l .  I ) )  > ;i T I IF N  W H I T F  I I 1 0 .  "MODI- . M W " :  OOI'O
w a v i -:
I I -  AI IS (W A V I - / / ( .1 1 % ,  .12%) -  W A V F T A H O F T / / ) > 2 T I I I -N  W H I T F  H I 0 . " !•' I (V.oMOI)l- . I 0 M I ’ " :
OOI'O WAVI- 
FI.S I-
i -:n d  i i-
• | ' a i i i -:i .i -:i . I ' o i . A i n / . A i ' i o N  
I .OCATI-  2-1. -in 
I ’ ll  I NT "COMP ON 
' T I I I IN  COMI’FN SAT O II  ON 
Ml)% = 1 r,
D i o % ( 0 ) = r.
C A I . I .  I1AS20 ( M!>% . V A I IP  I I I  ( I I1 0 % (  ( I ) ) . F I .A O S )
CON 1% - I
w i i i i . i - o o n t % = i
Ml)% = M
CA I. I .  I )A S 2 ( I (M I )% .  V A H I ’T H I  I) I ()%( 0  ) ) , P I .A 0% )
I I -  l ) I O % ( l l )  = T. T I I I -N  CON'I‘% = 2 
WPNI)
l-OII W A I 'l l-%  = I TO  COMPI)l-:i.AY%
N P X T  W A IT P X
(T IP C K I ’ I IO 101) I O D F 2  :
m d % = :i
D l O X f l l )  = (i 'HANOI-
l ) I O % ( l )  = t  'O I I A N N F I .  A
CA I. I .  I )A S 2 I ) (M ! )% ,  V A I IP  T i l  ( 0 10% ( 0 ) ) . I; I .A 0% )
II- '  l-T.AOX <> 0 T I I I - N  PH I NT "P HI IO H II FLAO%: " I N  MODI- : ) " :  OOI 'O OVFItA NPOPT
II-'  l ) I O % ( ( ) )  > C U T O F F X  AND ,12% < 2 AND P D O V P I IR I  Dp% = 0  TIIPN  
N I- I I I IX  - N P I I I IX  ♦ 1
I P  NP I I I IX  > MAX F i ll !  TI IPN P i l l  NT " S W IT C H  I NO P I I I IO I I  C U T O F F / S  IO N A I ."  : C U T O F F S :  ” / "  
: l ) l ( ) % (  ( I ) : OO TO O VPI IA NDOOT  
FI.S I-  
N I- I I I IX  „ 0 
PND 11-'
I F  N P I I I IX  <> (I OOTO C H P C KPIIO 'T O D I0 I1P2
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- S T A R T  PHOTON C O I 'N TP R  
S T A R T 2 :  P I IO IR Y %  -  0 
P R I N T  II 2 .  " P R "
I ’ll  I NT 112. " C P 2  . " * C Y C I .P IT M P S  
P i l l  NT 112. ” C S "
C A M .  AS K P H O TO N C O I 'N T(  2 , N I I M P I I O T O N * . PIIRI-T.C,%)
DA TPAI If t ( .11 % ,  .12%)  = NUMPIIOTON*
M O N IT O R P A R % ( . l \ % .  .12%) = l ) I O % ( ( l )
• i i p d a 'It : s c i i p p n
i i - s p t s c r p p n %  ̂ n t i i p n  
s p i s c r i -:p n % = i
WINDOW ( I ) ,  - 2 ) - ( N H M l . O O P S % .  Ill- i o u r s  * i . : i )
POII K l%  = - 1 0 0  T O  H ID  S I 'P P  Ti
i . i n i -  ( o .  k i % *  . m u ;  * in - : ic i i r s ,  * .r ,r .  *  i i p k ; i t t * ) - ( n c m i . o o p s % .  k i %  * . i i o h  * d p i
O U T *  • . »;r. ♦ i n - 1 o u t *  ) .  r
n p x t  k  i %
I .O PATP 211. -1R : PI! I N T  US IN C  "WAVI- I I I I I I  f i l l . I I I I I I "  : WAVI-//  ( I . I ) :
PNR I P
I I -  D A T P P H f t ( . l l % .  .12%) * O A T P A I I *  ( .11%. .12%) > HI) AND . ) l %  > 2 AND J 2%  = I T I I I -N  
POI.RPd = ( D A I  P A H *  ( .1 1 % .  .J2%) -  D A T P P R * ( . J 1%. . 1 2 % ) )  /  ( DA I P A D *  ( . 1 1 %. .12%) * PA I T
I - I I *  ( .11 % ,  .1 2 % ) )
O I.PPO I.  -  ( D A I  P A D *  ( . ) ! %  -  I .  .12%) -  D A T P P R *  (.11% -  I .  . 1 2 % ) )  /  ( l ) A T P A R * ( . l  1% - I .
.12%) » R A T P P R * ( .J  1% -  I .  . 1 2 % ))
1. i n i -  ( . 11% -  1 . o i . p p o i .  « . 0  *  i i p k h i t *  * . n r .  *  i i i - i o m * ) - ( . n % .  p o i . d p c  ♦ . (;  * up
1 o u t *  » . f i r .  * i n - 1 ( h i I ' * ) . :i
i -:n d  i p
PS I-T  (.11% -  I » .12%. D A T P P R * ( . I 1%. .12%) ) . 10
I ’SPC (.11% -  I * .12%. P A T P A I! *  ( ,J I %. . 1 2 % ) ) .  I 5
n p x t  .11%
- I IACKCROI INI)
W I I I I . I -  IN K I -V J  - >
WI-ND
I.OCATI-) 2 . ) ,  I
II-' .12% = I T I I I -N  I ’H I N T  "D l.OCK RPR I .A SPI I"
I P  .12% = 2 T I IP N  P R I N T  "D l.OCK YPI.I .OW I .A SI-H "
I P  .12% = .) T I IP N  P R I N T  "D l.OCK IIO TII  I .A S P R S ”
W I I I I . I -  IN K P Y S  = " "
I1PPP
WI-ND
N P X T .12%
• R P S I - T  SCAN  
I) I 0% ( 0 )  ̂ I 
l)l()%( I ) - 0 
PI.A(!% = I)
MP%  ̂ 7
CA I. I .  D A S 2 0 (M I ) % ,  V A I IP  Tl t( I) I ( ) % ( ( I ) ) . l-T,AO%)
I I -  PI,A(!% 0  (I T I IP N  P R I N T  ” PRROR I I " .  I-T.A0%: ST O P ' l l . i
I I 011 i - r i ' i i i -
'O A I .C O I .A T P  STIJI-T  
POII .11% -  I TO  N H M I.O O P S *  
PARI IACK& (.11%)
PARDACK& ( .JI %
PA IIR A C K *  (.11%
PP R I IA C K *  (.11%)
PPRIIA CK& (.11%
P P R I IA C K *  (.11%
S T P P  .1 
D A T P A R *  ( .J 1%. 2 )  ♦
1 )  = P A R D A ( :K & ( . I I % )
2 )  = P A R D A C K *  ( . ) ) % )  
D A T P P R * ( J I  %, 2 )  ♦
1 )  -  P P R I IA C K *  (.11%)
2 )  = P P R I IA C K *  ( .11%)
D A T P A R *  (.11%, ( I )  -  D A T P A R *  ( .1 1 % .  -1 )
D A T P P R *  (.11 % .  ( I)  -  D A T P P R *  ( .1 1 % .  A )
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NPXT . ( I *
PPAKMAX II = II
I-OII .11% = I TO NUMI.OOPSX
IN TP N K  = DA I PAI?&( . )  I %. I )  -  PAIIHACKR (.11 %) * D A T P P H K ( J I  %. I )  -  P P n ilAC KR ( .11%)
I P  IN T P N K  > PPAKMAX// T I IP N  PPAKMAX//  *  IN T P N K  
NI-XT .11%
C U I O I - T II -  PPAKMAX// ♦ . f l
I P  PAH II « DATPAHK ( 1 . 1 )  * P \ T P P H R ( 1 .  1 )  -  C D I0 1 - T / /  T I I I -N  C P 1 0 P F / /  = DATPAHK ( I . I )  »
D A T P I - H M  I . I )
I I -  PA II / /  . DA I PAHA ( NPMI ,0(>PS%, I )  t DATPPHK ( ND M I.O O P S X . I )  > C U IO P P / /  T I I I -N  CDTOI-T-7/ -  
P A T PA IIR (ND M I.O O PS% . I )  * DA TPPHK ( NDMI.OOPS%. I )
AVI-WAVI •:// = (I
WAVPNIIHM// -  I)
l-OII .J l%  = I TO NDMI.( )OI’S%
PAH// = PAH// * DATPAHK-(-11%-. I )  -  PAHIIACKK ( .11%)
pi -i i / /  = p p h / /  * d a t p p h k  ( . 11%, i )  - i t - : h i i a ( . ' k k ( . i i % )
I P  PAH// * DATPAHK (.1 1 % .  I )  -  PAHI IACKK ( . 1 1 %) ♦ DA TPPHK ( .11%. I )  -  PPHHACKA ( .11 % )  • C
U T 0 P I 7 /  T I IP N
AVPWAVP II = AVI-WAVI-//  * ( DATPAHK ( , 1 1 %. I )  «■ DATPPHK ( . 1 1 %. I )  -  PAHI IACKK ( . 1 1 %) -  PPH 
IIACKA ( .11%) ) ♦ IvAVP// ( ,J I %, I )
WAVPNIIHM// T WAVPNIIHM// * ( DATPAHK ( . 1 1 %. I )  * DATPPHK ( .11% . I )  -  PAHIIA CKK ( . 1 1 % ) - P
PHIIACKK | .11 %) )
PNII I P  
NPXT .11%
AVPWAVP// -  AVPWAVP//  /  WAVPNI IHM//
.11% = 1
W II I I . I -  ( W AV I- // ( .J I %. I )  -  AV PW A V P / / )  *  (W A V E / / ( . ) 1 %  * I .  I )  -  AVPW AV P//)  -• 0
.11% = .11% ♦ I 
WEND
I, IN I-  ( .1 1 % .  ( I ) - ( . 1 1 % .  I IP  I (JIITK *  l . : i ) .  IT.
NDM// = PAH// -  PI -I I / /
DPN// =■ PAII/ /  < PP H //
POI.DPC/ / = NDM// /  DPN// * K i l l  
I INOM// = S ( j l t (P A H / /  * P I - I I / / )
DDPN// = DNDM//
IIPO I .D PC/ /  = AHS(SCJH( (UNUM //  /  ND M // )  ‘  2 * ( I ID P N / /  /  D P N / / )  ' 2 )  * PO I .D P C / / )
I .OCATI- 2 2 .  1
P I I I  NT "( j  (JIJI I S S A V P  DATA"
PH I NT DSIN C.  "P OI .A H I 7.ATI  ON DPCHP.P I I I I H I I . I IHII  ( . H U H ) WAVE NDM1IPH I I I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I " : l ’O
I .D P C / / : D P O I .D P C / / ; AVPWAVP/ /
W H IC H :
IIPSPONS = IN K F Y S
I P  I IPSPONS -  " 0 "  OH I IPSPONS -  "<|" T I IP N  OOTO OVPHANDODT
I P  I IPSPONS -  "S "  OH IIPS PO NS = " s ” TI IPN COSDH S A VP DAT A
C O I O  W HICH
• = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = s a v I n R  ( l a i n  o n  l i d i s k = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ’
S A V P D A T A :
O l ’PN NAMPS l-OII O U T P U T  AS //-I ’ t iso.s I  ho  n a m e  g i v e n  i l l  I ho  h o g  I l i n i n g  
Will  T P  I I '1 .  T I M E S
W H I T E  I I I .  NAMPS ’ I I I n n n m o
W H I T E  I I '1,  NIJMI.OOPSX 
l-OII .12% -  I 10  NIJMI.OOPSX
Will  I P  / / - I ,  DATPAHK (.12 % ,  1 ) .  DATPAHK ( ,J 2%, 2 ) ,  DATPAHK ( ,1 2 % .  . 1 ) .  DATPAHK ( J 2 % .  1 
) .  DATPPHK ( .1 2 % .  I ) .  DA TPPHK ( .12 % .  2 ) ,  DA TPPHK (.12 % .  .’I ) .  DATPPHK ( .1 2 % .  - I ) .  M O N IT O I IP A
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I (% ( . I2 % .  I ) .  M 0 N H 0 I I P P I I % ( . 1 2 % .  I ) .  W A V P / / ( . I 2 % ,  I )
NPXT .12%
P l .O S P  //-I
ma:i>
i i p i - p
I .O CA TI1' 2 f» , I I I  
I ' If  I N’T  "DATA SA VK D" :
C O I O  C O N T IN  
UPTCIIN
W A I T P I I :
l-OII U% = I TO 2HDI I  
NP XT W% 
in-1 Hun
M IS T A K P :
IT U  N T  '’ C l llfOII  N I IM U P I f" :  P l l l l  
C O N T I N :
OPPN "C  : \ M P Y P l t \ P  I SS . T M P "  KOI! O U T P U T  AS //!)
U T I I T P  119. I IAN * I 
CI.OSI-I I I0 
O V P D A N P O P T :
l)IO%(0) - I
l)IO%(l)  ̂ (I 
P I .A C *  = 0 
MDX = 7
CAI. I .  I > A S 2 0 ( M 0 % ,  V A I IP T I f  11) 10%l 0 ) ) . I-T.AOX)
I P  P l .A C X  0 T I I I -N  P i l l  N T  " PHIIOH I I " .  IT .A C X :  S T O P  
I I o n  e r r o r
01.OS I- 
PINI)
SCI)  AS KIT IO TO NC O C NT (rluniro.vX. NP M P IIO T O N ft . P I IH IT .0 % )  
A S K A C A IN :
IIP IT.Y $ •=
P H IIP l .C X  = I)
NT IIY% = I)
PI! I N T I I 2 .  " (JA I "
O N P O I IA I I :
W I I I I . I -  P O P ( 2 )  = - I  AND Plll fPT.CX = O ' W A I T  POIf C IIAUA C Tl-lll 
NTIIY% = NPHY% « I 
I P  N T H Y X  > IO IK I  T I I I - N  PHIIPT.0% = 2 
H'PND
I P  P. IIHPl.dX = (I T I IP N  
I IS = 1 N P IT I 'S ( I . I I 2 )
I P  A S C I  U S )  <>  1 3  T I IP N  
I IP P I .Y S  = l l l -P I .YS  * 11$
C o l o  o N p e i iA U
i - i .s p :
I P  l - :O P (2 )  = I) T I IP N  P l lt tP I .0%  = I ' I IUPPP.U NOT l -M PTY  
I P  I IP P I .Y S  = " - I "  T I I I - N  OOTO A S K A C A IN  
PND I P  
PND I P
NIIMPIIOTONfc -  VA I.  ( I IP P I . Y S )
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I I '  I ,T i l  I M$ ( ST IIS  ( NUMPHDTON& ) ) <>  I IF P I .Y S  T I IF N  F I I I IP T .O *   ̂ .1
II'- F H H F I .C *  0 I I I F N  
W II I I . I -  F O F ( 2 )  = I)
11$ = I Nl' l  U S  ( I . I I2 )
WI-ND
I I F F F :  HI■:I■"I ’ : I I F F F :  H I - F I ’
C O I O  A S K A C A IN  
l-NI) II-'
I-NI) S i ' l l
S l l l l  ASKWAVFMFTFH ( ( l u m m y * .  WAVI ' . I I . F H H F I .O * )
AS K:
I IF P I .Y S  =
F l t l l F l . C *  = 0 
N I ' I I Y *  = (I 
P H I  NT I I I .  " I -" ';
ONI-C IIAHAC:
W II I I . I -  l -O F (  I ) = - I  AND Flll t l-T.0% = O ' W A I T  l-OII CI IAHACri-:n  
NTIIY'% = N T I I Y *  * I
I F  N T I I Y *  > 1001)0  TI IFN F H I IF I .O X  = 2 :  WII IT I- :  II 1(1. "WAVI- M F T F I I  D I D  NOT I IF S P O N P  IN  Al.  
I.OWI-D T I  Ml!"
WFND
I I -  F l t l lF I .0 %  -  (I T I I I -N  
11$ = I N P I I T $ (  I . I I I )
I F  A S C ( I I S )  <>  10  T I I I -N  
H F P I .Y $  = I IF P I .Y S  ♦ US 
COTO ONI-CIIAHAC  
F I .S F
I IF P I .Y S  -  I . F F T S I  I I F P I . Y S ,  ! ) )
I-ND II-'
FND I F
WAVI-//  = V A I . ( H K P I . Y S )
I F  M i l l *  ( S T I I S  (W A VI - / / )  * " 0 0 0 " .  2 .  ! ) )  < >  I IF P I .Y S  T I IF N  I-I I I1I-T.0X = .'I: W I I IT I -  / / I I ) .  "CAI ID I,  
FI) C O M M U N IC A T IO N  WI TH WAVF M I-T F I I"
I F  K I I I IF I .0%  < '  0 T IIFN C O I O  ASK
FND SCI)
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’ W IO NE H EOKEHT UNCOUPLED
DECLAIM- St i l l  C L EI IS C H ( ( ' / / .  .11 / / .  . 1 2 / / .  .J it/ / .  M l / / .  M 2 / / . m i l )  
d e c l a i m -  i - u n c t i o n  e a c t u  ( x / n
DECLAIM- I -U N C T IO N  T i l l  1 II { A l l ,  t i f f ,  ( I I I )
DECLAIM- I -U N C T IO N  H A C A I I I II ( A / / .  I l f f . V I I .
DECLAIM- S l l l l  I .CI) ( I N / / .  N l 'M ft .  I IE N & )
DECLAIM- S i ' l l  EEHMI HOSE ( . 1 $ .  . I l l )
DECLAIM- SCI! HAD IC A I .  (11$, I t / / )
C / .S
I ’ ll I NT '• < .) •  I l l ’ .11 • . 1 2 '  : | l (  K , Q )  : m .11
i ’ l l i n t  " . r = . i r * . ) 2 - , ! = . ! I *.12
I ’ll  I NT " I )  . M . * S  "
I 'D I N l‘ " 2 )  I-^ .1 ♦ I "
I ' l l  1 N I  " .1) .1 -.)  I * .12 "
I N P U T  C O D P I . IN O *
I N I ’ t 'T  "U SE D I L I '  ( I / D ) " :  I-11.K 10% 
l l : !• 11.I-: lt)% = I T I IK N  
I N f ’ I ' T  "E N T E H  r N I ’I I T  I 'T t ,I-  NA M E” : INNAM ES  
Ol'EN " ( ’ : \ D  I S S \ "  * IN N A M ES EOR I N P U T  AS I I I  
IN P U T  "E N T E H  O U TP U T E l  l .E  N A M E ":  0(11 NAMES 
Ol'EN " C : \ D I  S S \ " * OUTNAMKS POII O U T P U T  AS I I 2 
EL SE  
END I E
I N P U T  " I IAHUCOPY ( I / O ) " :  I IA H U *
C O N 'm  = I 
W H I L E  C O N T *  = I 
S E L E C T  CASE CO III ’ I,  I N O *
CA SE I 
I E  E l  l .E  1 0 *  = I TH EN  
I N P U T  I I I .  - I I I .  .11 I I .  .12 I I .  .11'/ /,  . I l l ’ l l .  .12 I ’ ll 
EL SE
/ ' H I N T  "E N T E R  I N I T I A L  S T A T E  .1 I.  S " :
IN P U T  . ID .  J i l l .  .12H
PH I NT "E N T E H  E I N A L  S T A T E  .1' I . '  S :
IN P U T  . I P / / .  . I l l ’ l l .  ,121 ' I I  
END I E
C A L L  EEHMI l!O SE( M l l l . T P S . 2 *  .121’ // * I )
C A L L  E’EIIM I I IO S E (  .IPS , .11’ / /)
C A L L  E E H M IH O S E ( M U L T S .  2 * .12// * I )
C A L L  EEHM I HOSE ( .1$ . . I l l )
I E  .11 II = 11 I ' l lEN SYMIIO LS =
IE' .1111 = I M IE N  SYMIIO LS =
I E  .11VII  = (I I H E N  SYMUOLPS  
I E  . I I I ’ // = I TH EN  SYMUOLPS  
I E  1IAHD* = I TH EN  
I ,PH I NT
I.PH I NT US I NO " &
I.PH I NT  US I NO " &
I.PH I NT I IS I NO " &
I.PH I NT  
E I .S E  
END I E  
CASE 2 
I E  E I I . E I O *  = I TH E N  
I N P U T  I I I .  . I I I .  ,11 I I .  . 1 2 / / .  . I P I I .  . I l l ’ l l .  , I 2 P II
E L S E
PH I NT "E N T E H  I N I T I A L  S T A T E  E .1 I " ;
INPUT' . I I I .  .1111. .12 II
PH I NT "E N TE H  E I N A L  S T A T E  !•" ,1' I " ' :
112
" S ”
= " S "
& M U I .T P S :  MDLTS
& S Y M D O L PS:  SYMBOLS  
J P S ;  ,1$
D l l .  E H.  I ' l l )
. ! 2 > i o  < . n  • ;  ; k k )  : ; . n > "
K N I I - l t  T H E  CASE l-OII .1 . . I  I . .12"
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i n p u t  . i i*//. . i n - / / .  .121-//
l-ND II'
C A M .  KICItMI IU )S IC (. IPS.  .11’ / /)
ca m .  k i c i i m i i i o s k / . j i p s .  . n r / / )  
ca i . i .  k k i im ih o s ic ( . i2 I’ S. .121-//)
C A I. I .  K K H M I I IO S IC ( . IS .  . i l l )
C A I. I .  K IC I IM IH O S IC / . I IS .  .11 / / )
C A M .  K K I I M I I I 0 S K ( . I 2 S .  .1 2 / / )
I I '  I I A I l i n  = I TIIICN
i .i*i i  i n  r  -  : !■ . i i -  : i ; -> i ' "
I . I - H I N T  n s I N C  " T O  I'TlOM : & * » > " :  . l l ’ S : . I l l ’ S:  .)2’ I ’ S :  .1$:  . I I S :  .12$
I . I ’ ll  I NT 
ICI.SIC
l-NI) I K  
CASK :i 
117 l 'TM 'IO?S -  I T I I I -N  
IN P U T  / / I .  .III. .nil. .12II. .11’ / / .  . I I I ’ / / .  .121'//
ICI.SIC
I ’ll  I NT "ICNTKII I N I T I A L  STATIC •/ .11 .1 2 ” :
I N I ’DT .111. .1111. .12 II
I ’ll  I NT "ICNTICII K I N A I .  STATIC .1' .1 1 '  . 1 2 ” ” :
I N P K I  .11’/ / .  . I I I ’ / / .  .121’ //
l-NI) IK  
CASIC ICI.SIC 
I ’ll  I NT "NO SI ’CII  C A S IC  
ST OP  
ICNI) SICI.ICCT
11AI. I • IN T%  = I
I K  2 * .1II < '  I NT ( 2  * . I I I )  T I IK N  I IA I . I - I  NT% = 0
I K  2 ♦ .11// <> I N T ( 2  ♦ .1 1 / / )  T I IK N  I IA I . I -1N T %  = 0
I K  2 ♦ .12 II <> 1 N T (  2 *  .1 2 / / )  TIIICN IIAI.I- ' I N 1% = 0
I K  2 » K II <>  I NT" ( 2  ♦ K l l )  TIIICN I I A I . K I N T *  = 0
I K  2 * .11’ // <> 1 NT ( 2  *  .11’ / / )  TIIICN I IA I . K I N T %  = 0
I K  2 * . I I I ’ // <>  I N T / 2  * .I l l ’ l l ) T I IK N  I I A I . K I N T *  = 0
I K  2 * .12 /7 /  I N T / 2  ♦ .1217/ )  TIIICN I IA I.K INT5S = 0
II-' I IAI.I-1 NICt  ̂I) I I I ICN S K I P
' - . ) '  m ' .11 ' .1 2 '  : ; T ( K . ( J )  : ; . l  m .11 . )2 >  = ( -  I ) ( . 1 2 *  K - . l  I - . ) '  ) * C / . l  K . 1 ' :m Q m ' )  *
» S « l l (  ( 2 * . l l  ' * I ) * ( 2 * . l *  I ) )
» W / . l l  .) .11 ' . ! '  : .12 l<) < . J I ' |  I I < I ) | | .11 >
' .1'  m ' .11 '  .12 '  .1 m .11 .12 K Q
• I) ( '  II  A 1C K
K II = I ' ICLICCTIl I ( ’ 1)1 P i l l . 1C
CHI  = M . l l ’ ff -  M.lff
l-'OII Qll  = - K l l  TO  K II STICK 1 
KOI! M .l II ? - . I l l  TO  .)/ /  STICK I
M .I I7 /  = M. I I I  ♦ Q ll
I K  M.l I ' l l  <= .11’ // AND M.l P/ / >= -.117/ TIIICN
C A M .  CT.ICIISCII (€ ’ / / .  . I l l ,  K l l .  . I P / / .  M . l / / .  Q / / .  M . IP / / )
C A M .  I I A I ) I C A I . ( C S .  C / / )
I IA C A I I II = I IACA1II // (.11 / / .  . I l l ,  . I I P / / ,  .117/, .12I I .  K l l )
C A M .  I IA I I I  C A I . I  I IA CAI IS  , I IA C A I I / / )
CONVICIM7/ = VI I  * I IA CAI I / /  * ( - 1 )  ' (.1211 * K l l  -  . 11 II -  .11’ / / )  f  S ( ) l t ( ( 2  * . I l l ’ ll > I )  
* (2 ' . ) / / *  I))
I K  .12 II .121’ // TIIICN CONVKHT// = I)
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CAI.I .  HAD I C A I . (  CONVKIITS . CONVKIM'ff ) 
c a i . i .  i - i : i im inosi-:( .J i 'S . -icff)
CAI. I .  I l i l l M  I HOSI-: ( M . I I ’S . M . l l ’ f f)
c a i .i . r i : n M i m ) S K ( . n r $ .  . i i i *» )
CAI. I .  FK I?M IHO SK( J 2 I ’ S .  J 2 l ’f f )
CAI.I .  F K H M I I IO S K IQ S  . ( i f f)
CAI. I .  I* KI IMI I ! ( )S K (  KS , Kff)
CAI. I .  I I-:HM I !H)SI-:( .1S . . I f f )
CAI. I .  F K H M IH ( ) S K < M J S .  ! U « )
C A M .  FK1IM I l! ( )S K (  J1 $ . .11 I I )
CAI. I .  F K I 1 M I H ( ) S K | . I 2 $ .  .12ff)
1*111 NT
DIM NT .IDS: M.IDS: . I l l ’S; .12DS: "111"; KS: (iS: " )  \
”: CONVKIITS; " J II’S: " | ! T ( " :  KS; " ) I ! ” : J IS :
• IS :  M.l S : . I I S :
DIM NT 
I ’ll I NT
•W( ' 
'C (  ’
.1 1 $ :  .JS: . I l l ’S ;  . ID S :  
. IS :  KS:  . ID S :  M.IS
.1 2 $ :  K S :  " )  
CiS: M .IDS :  ” ) *
I IACAI IS
CS
I F  IIA IIDX  
I .Dll I NT 
I . I ’ ll I NT 
- ” : CONVKIIT S  
I .Dll I N I  " W ( ” 
I .D i l i  NT " C ( "  
KI.SK  
KNI) 1F
1 T I IK N
. ID S :  M.IDS; . I l l ’ S; . I 2 D S :  " I T I " :  KS:  Q S :  ’’ ) )
! T ( " :  KS : ■’ ) : : " :  J l  S :
.IDS: .I2S: KS: " )  -  : I IACAIIS
M.IS :  ( i $ : M.ll’S: ") - ” : CS
. IS :  M .IS :  . I I S
” <": .) I I’S: " 
. I I S :  . IS :  . I l l ’ S 
.1$:  KS:  . ID S :
I F  M l . K I O S  ■= 1 T I IK N
H I I I T K  I I 2 .  .11’ / / .  M.JI’f f.  . I l l ’ / / ,  .121’ / / ,  K f f .  ( i f f .  .1I I .  M . l I I .  .11 I I .  .12 II 
VvlllTK  I I 2 .  C O N V K H I f f . I IA C A I I / / .  (7 /
KI .SK  
KNI) I F
KI .SK  
KNI) I F  
NKXT M.l//
NKXT Q II
I F  I IA IIDX  = I TIIKN I . I ’ l l  I NT ( T I I I S ( 1 2 )  
I F  F I I . K I O X  = I T I IK N  
I F  K()F (  1 ) ^ - 1  T I IK N  C()NT% = 0  
KI.SK
I N I T T  " C O N T IN I ' K  ( I / O ) " :  ( ’()NT% 




SCI1 CI .KIISCM ( C f f .  J i f f .  .12 // .  J . l f f .  M i f f .  M 2 f f , M 2 ff )  
D I M  VMI Nff ( 10) . VMAXff ( I I I )
DKI.TAff = I
I F  AI1S ( M I II * M2 II -  m i l ) > .1 T I IK N  DKI.TAff = 0
I F  .1111 -  A I I S ( M l f f )  < - . 1  T I IK N  DKI.TAff = 0
I F  .12// -  A IIS ( M 2 f f ) < - . 1  T I IK N  DKI.TAff = 0
i f  .i:iff - a iis ( m:i //) < - . i ttikn d k i.t a // = o
•I A// = 2 * ■nil * i
.11!// = •i :i// < Jiff - .12II
.1(7/ - ■nil - Jiff * .12II
.11)// = ■nil < .12// - .ni l
.IKI I  ■= ■nil * M Off
.117/ = •ni l - Muff
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• I l l / /  -  .11// -  M l #
.11# - .11# * M l #
.1.1 II -  .12 II -  M 2 II
• IK II r  .12 II * M 2 II
•1*111 N T  . lA ff :  . i n # : .1 (7 /;  ,11)//: . I17 / :  .11'/ /; .HI//; . I l l / / :  .11 // :  .1.111 ■. . IK#  
P I IF FA(  I-:// = . IA «  * F A C T I f t ( . J H f f )  * FA C T I ft ( . 1 ( 7 / )  » l-ACT 1ft (.11)//)
P I IF FAC Fff  -  P I IF FA C Fff  + FAC I' l  ft ( . I F #  ) * FA C T 1 ft (.1 Fff )
i*if i: i-a c :i-:// = i ’ni-:i'AC’i:/ /  /  f a c t i * - ( . k ; / /)
PI IF FA C Fff  = P I IF F A C F ff  /  FA C T I * ( . 1 1 1 # )
PIIF FACFW - PI IF FA C Fff  /  FA C T I *  ( .J I //)
PI IF FA C Fff  ’ PI IF FA C Fff  /  ( F A C T  I M .l.I f f )  * F A C T  I * ( . IK #  ) )
• I ’ ll  I NT P I1FFACF//
PI IF FACKff  -  SC)lt( P I IF F A C F f f )
V M I N / K  I ) -  - (.1111  -  M l / / )
V'M I N // ( 2 ) = - ( . I t  II -  .12 II -  m i l )
V M I  Nff ( : i ) -  (I
V M A X f l ( l )  -  .12 II < .111II • M l #
VM AX // ( 2 ) -  .1.7# - .11// • .12 II
V M A X # ( H )  -  .17# * M2//
VMJN# = V M I N f f d )
VMAX# = VM A X // (  I )
F o i l  K7f. -  I M l  7
• P i l l  NT V M I N f f ( K X ) .  V M A X f f ( K X )
I F  VM I N II < V M I N f f ( K X )  T I IF N  V M IN f f  = V M I N f f ( K X )
I F  VMAX# > V M A X f f ( K X )  T I IF N  VM AX# = V M A X f f ( K X )
N F X T  KX
• I ’ ll I N T  V M I N f f .  VMAX#
SUM II - (1
l-OII Vff  ̂ VMINff TO VMAX//
• lAff - .12II < .17// * Miff
■ 111 II - ./Iff - Ml# « Vff
.1(7/ - Vff
• ID# = .17// - .11// * .12#
•IF# = .1.7# » M.7# - Vff
.117/ * Vff ♦ .11// - .12I I -
•p|| I NT .1 A//; .111//: .1(7/: .11)//: .IF//: .117/
FAKKIff - FACT I * ( .JA#) * FACT I ft ( .III# ) / ( I-ACT 1 ft (.1(7/) * F ACT I ft (.11)//) ♦ FACT I ft (.IF# ) ♦ 
FACT I ft (.117/) )
•Pill NT lAKKIff
SPMff = SUM// * (-1 ) ' (V« • .12I I <■ M2ff) * FAKKIff 
NFXT Vff
Cff  ̂ DFI.IAff ♦ PHFFACFff ♦ SPMff
FNI)  S i ' l l
F U N C T IO N  F A C T I  ft ( X / / )
I F  I N T ( X f f )  <>  X I I  T I IF N  S K I P  
I ’ l lOOft = I 
1*CIII . l i f t  = I TO  X I I  
PIIODA = PllOPft *  . l i f t  
N F X T . l i f t  
F’ACT I ft -  PIIODft
I/ND F U N C T IO N
S l l l l  F F I I M I I I O S F  (.1$, . i l l )
IF .1I I -> INT(.lff) TIIFN 
IF FIX (.Iff) = (I TIIFN 
IF .Iff > I) TIIFN 
.1$ = " " * Clll)$( 17 1) 
FI.SF
.1$ = * CI I I IS  ( 171 )
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I-NI) I I '
k i .s k
• IS = S I K $ ( K I X ( . J f f )  ) * C i l l t $ ( l 7 t )  
I 'ND I I '  
l i l .S K
.1$ = S T H S ( K I X ( . l f f )  )
KNI) IK
l -N I)  SHII
Sim I.CI) (IN//. NPMA. l)KN/t')
DliNA = I 
NUMA " I 
MA1 (11% - (I 
IK INII * (I TIIKN 
NIIMA - 0 
DKNA = I 
KI.SK
w iiii.i; match*  = o and di;na < ioooo
IK AIIS (Nl IMA /  DKNA- - IN I I )  < . (1(1000 I I I TIIKN 
M A T C H *  = I 
KI.SK
IK AIIS (Nl IMA /  DliNA /  IN//) < I TllliN 
NUMA * NIIMA ♦ I 
KI.SK 






KUNCTION I IA CAII  \ H  ( A / / .  11//. ( ’ / / .  Dff. Ii I I .  DID  
MINX// = M l  > IIII * E l l  
MAXX// = M l  < D l l  < C.H • U H
IK MINX// < Aff * 11II ♦ Kff TllliN MINX// = Aff * Dll  ♦ Kff
11'- MINX// < Cff * Dl l * Ii II TllliN MINX// = Cff ♦ Dl l  . Kff
IK M1 NX ff < Aff * E l l *  El l TllliN MINXff = M l ♦ E l l  * Kff
1 U MINX// < HII * Dl l * Kff T l l l iN MINX// * Hff ♦ Dff ♦ Kff
I K  MAXX// > M l  * D l l  * C II * Dl l  T l l l iN  MA.XX/Z = M l  * Dll  * C // * Dl l
I K  MAXX// > A// ♦ DH » Kff *  K// T I IK N  MAXX// = M l  ♦ DU * E l l  < Ell
I K  MAXX// -  Dl l *  C II ♦ l ift ♦ EH T l l l iN  MAXX// = Dl l  .  EH  ♦ K II ♦ E l l
M l  = T i l l  I II { M l .  DH . Kf f )  * I H I  1 // ( (iff . I ) / / .  Kf f )  * I H I  1 // ( Aff . E l l .  E H )  ♦ T i l l  I f f  (11/1. Off. K
I I )
SUM// = (1
H i l l  X//  ̂ MINX// TO MAXXII 
SDMff = SUM// > (-1 ) • (X// » A// * I)// ♦ E l l  * Dff) * KACTI A (Xff . I)  /  ( KACTI A( Xff A 
I I  -  D l l  - Kff) * KACT IA ( X ff - Cff - Dff - Kff) * KACT IA ( X ff - Aff - Cff - E l l )  ’ KACI I A-( Vff 
- Ilff - Dff - Kff) * KACT IA (Aff ♦ Hff ♦ Cff ♦ Dff - Xff) * KACT IA (Aff * Dff ♦ Kff • Kff - X
I I )  * KACT IA ( Ilff ♦ E l l  ♦ E.l l * Kff - Xff))
N l iX T  Xff
I IACAII  I f f  -  WII * SUM II 
KNI) K U N C T IO N
SUM HAD IC A I .  (11$.  I l f f )
CAI.I. I.CI)( Ilff ‘ 2. NIIMA. DliNA)
IK 11// < 0 TIIKN
11$ = * C i m * ( 2 H I )  ♦ STHS(N( IMA) ♦ • (’IIHS ( 2SI ) * STI?$(I)KNA)
KI.SK
11$ = Cllll$( 2SI ) * STI1$( NIIMA) * " / "  * CHIIS (251 ) ♦ S111$ ( DliNA )
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KNI) IK
l-NI) S i ' l l
l-TINCT I ON I It I If f  ( A f f , I l f f ,  Cf f )
111! If f  = S ( J I ? ( r A ( T l f t ( A f f  * Hff - n o  *  PACT I M Aff -  Hff ♦ C f f )  *  l - A C T l *  ( -A f f  *  I lff * Cff )  
/  l-‘A C !  I ft ( Aff » I lff * Cff > I ) )
KNI) I -U N C T IO N
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DIM  WAY'ENI 'M//( 20011) . NUMPIIOTONM 20(10) . D I O X ( I O )
COMMON SHARED l)IOX( )
DECLARE SCII DAS20 (MODE*. UY'V'AI. 1)1 IMMY*, FI.AC*) •|'rom I lie DAS20 lil>.
ON KEY! I ) UOSUli OVHEANROUT 
K H Y ( I )  ON
o i .o s h
OYCI.HTIMHS -  " I H 7  " •CYCLE I 1 Ml-: IN  I H - 7  SECONDS"
s c a n s 'i Aif t x  *  - 1 r.oo




KEY O F F
SE TSO RH HN X = I)
V I E W  ( I ,  I ) -  ( C. 0 H . 2 1 1 0 ) .  . (I
V I E W  P R I N T  2 2  TO 21
• --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I n i  | a I i 7.c i l n s 2 ( ) -----------------------------
I) 107̂  ( 0 ) * 7C.H
I) I O X (  I ) = 2 ' i I I I  e r r n p l  l e v e  I
l ) I O X ( 2 )   ̂ I ' D . M . A .  l e v e l
F I , A O *  -  I) ' i ' T i i i i '  v n r l . i l i l e
MI)T, -  (I 'u n u le  II -  l u l l  i l l  l i z e
C A M ,  l ) A S 2 0 ( M R X ,  V A E F T E ( I ) I O X ( 0 )  ) . F I . A C * )
I F  F I . A C *  <> I) TIIFN P I M M '  " I N S T A I . I .A T  I ON FRIIOR I I " .  FT .A C *:  .STOP 
11 .i I I o n  e r r o r
OPEN '"COM2! : 0 0 0 0 . N . H .
P R I N T II2 . .. ..
P R I N T II2 . " RCO "
P R I N T 112. "CMO"
P R I N T I I2 . " C I O , 1"
PR 1 NT II2 . " C l  1 .1 "
PR IN T I I2 . " 0 1 2 . 0 "
P R I N T II2 . " D S O . 1
P R I N T II2 . " l)S 1 . 1 "
PRIN T- I I2 . " D S 2 .1 "
P R I N T I I2. " D M 0 . 0 "
P R I N T II2. " D M I . 0 "
P R I N T II2. " D M 2 . 0 "
P R I N T II2. "1)1,0 . - . 0 1 0
P R I N T II2. "DM .- . 0 8 0
P R I N T II2. "1)1.2.- . I 00
P R I N T II2, " C M O . 0 "
PR IN T ' I I2. " C M I . 0 "
P R I N T I I2. " C M 2 . 0 "
-----------------------I N I T I A L !  7H S I l S K i n - - -
2 .  C S .  I I S .  CD "  FOR RANDOM AS I I 2
• S H I '  CO UNTER A T O  IN P U T  I 
• S E T  C O UN TER I) TO  IN P U T  2 
’ S E T  C O UN TER T  TO 10 MII7. 
’ D I S C  F A I . I . I N C  FOR A 
• D I S C  F A I . I . I N C  FOR U 
' D I S C  F A I . I . I N C  FOR 7 
’ D I S C  F I X E D  FOR A 
' D I S C  F I X E D  FOR II 
’ D I S C  F I X E D  FOR T  
• I) I SC FOR A - . 1 0  V 
' D I S C  FOR U - . 2 0  V 
’ D I S C  FOR T  - . 1 0  V 
•CW C A T E  FOR A 
•CW C A T E  FOR II  
• ( 'W C A T E  FOR T
• ------------------------------------------------------------------I N T I  A I . I 7 . E  WAVHMHTER---------
O PEN "C O M I : 0 ( ' ) 0 0 , N . R ,  I . C S . D S . A S C "  FOR RANDOM AS I I I  
P R I N T  II I .  " I t " :
l ) I O X ( O )  = I
I) I (>%( I ) -  SCANS TAR T *
FT .AC *  -  0 
M l) *  = 7
CA I . I .  D A S 2 0 ( M D * .  VARI ’TR ( I) 1 0 * (  0 ) ) . F I . A C * )
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II- IM.ACX - • 0 TIIFN I'll I NT " I NSTAI.I.ATION FltltOlt //" . FT .AC*: SKIP 
' ll;i I I o n  o r r n r  
I YMI-R - I IMFH 
Will 1.1- TTMI-II - TYMKR < I 
WI-NI)
CI IANI )  I .OOP S F C T T O N ...................
.1 IX - II
l-OII S C A N N I 'M *  -  SCANSTAIIT  % T O  S C A N S T O P *  STI5P S C A N S T F P *
.11* = .11* * I
•SCA N FTA I.ON  
l ) I O X ( O )  = I 
I) 1 f >*(  I ) = SCANNIIMX  
l -T .AC* = I)
M l ) *  =• 7
CAI. I .  D A S 2 I I ( M I ) * , Y A I I I ' T H ( I ) 1 0 * 1 1)) ) . F I . A C * )
I F  l -T .AC* I) T I I I -N  I ' l l  I NT " I N S T A I . I .A T  I ON l - I I I IO I I  I I " .  F I . A C * :  ST O P  
' I l i i l  I on  e r r o r  
TYMFR -  T  IMI-TI 
W II I I .F .  TTM I- I I  -  TYMFR < . 2  
WI-ND
• S I AH !’ PHOTON COUNTFII  
I ’ l l  I N T  112. "C H "
PH I NT' I I 2 .  "C P 2  , " * C Y CI .F TTM I-S  
PH I  NT I I 2 .  "C S "
I IF A DY I :
PH I N T  I I 2 .  " Q AI  "
INPUT I I 2 .  N A IR
I F  N A I R  = -  I C O I O  I IFADY I
NUMPHOTONR (. )  I * )  = N A IR
1 HFAI)  IvAVFMFTFlt  
W A V I- :
I ’ll  I NT I I I .  " I ; " :
N U M C I IF C K *  -  I)
W I I I I . I -  I .OC(  I ) <• I I 
N U M C I IF C K *  -  N U M C I IFC K *  '  I
I F  N U M C I IF C K *  > 2001)  T I IF N  P H I  N T  "W AV FM FTFH l-A I l . l l l l l - ” : STOP  
WI-NI)
W I I I I . F  I .()( '(  1 ) :■ I I 
I N P I  'T I I I . WAVKNUM/I ( . 1 1 * )
WI-NI)
• I F  A l lS (W A V F N I!M I / ( . )  1%) -  1 (12-1-1 .7 )  > I AND A I IS  ( WAVI-NIIM/ I ( . )  I * )  -  1 0 2 2 7 . HD )  > I T il l -  
N C O I O  WAVK
I F  A I IS  ( WAVFNIIMI / ( .11%)  -  1 0 1 ) 7 : 1 . 0 )  > I AND A I IS  ( WAVFNUM/I ( . 1 1 * )  -  1 0 9 0 0 . - 1 )  '  I T I IF N  
C O I O  WAVF  
N F X T  SC A N N U M *
I) I ()*(()) - I 
D I O * (  I ) = I) 
l-T .AC* = I)
M l ) *   ̂ 7
CAI.I. I)A.S2()(MD*. VAIIP III ( D I 0 X (  0) ) . FI.AC*)
I F  F I . A C *  0  T I IF N  PH I NT " I N S T A I . I . A T I O N  FIII IOI? I I " .  F I . A C * :  ST O P  
* Ha 11 o n  e r r o r
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M AXP IIO IO NA - N I 'M I ’ I I O I D N A I  I )
MAXWAVI-//  -  WAVIiNI 'M // (  I )
M IN W A V I•// -  W-XVKNI'M//( I )
I-oir 2 2 % -  i t o  . ) i%
I P  N I ' M I ' I I O I O N A M 2 % )  > MAX I ’U O IO N A  T I I I - N  MAX I ’l lO IO N A  = Nl 'M I ’I IO ID N A  ( .12%)
II -  WAVI- :N I'M//( . |2 %) MAX WAVI-:// T l l l iN  MAXWAX'I •// = WAVl-NI IM / / ( .12%)
I I-  W AVl-N I 'M l/ ( .12%)  -  M IN W A V I- / /  T I I I - N  M IN WA VI-/ /  = WAVI-NIIM /M .12%)
N I-XT -12%
WINDOW (M INW AVI- : / / ,  I ) ) -  ( M AXW A VI- / / . M A X I ’I IOTONA *  1 . 2 )
WII = I N T (  MINWAVI-:/ /  ♦ K I D )  /  ID I )  -  . 0 1
w i i i i . i -: w / /  < m a x w a v i -://
I. INI- <W// .  ( I ) - ( W  / / .  1 . 2  ♦ MAX I ’l lO IONA ) . H
WII -  WII * . 0  1 
WliNI)
W7/ - I N l ' (  M IN WA VI-/ /  * I I I )  /  I I )  -  .1
W II I I . I -  WII •- MAXWAVI-//
I . IN I-  (W7/, ( I ) -  ( WI I .  1 . 2  * M AXI ’ I IO T O N A )  . 7
W// - W // * .1
r o i .%  - (w/ /  -  m in w a v i - : / / )  /  (ma xw a v i- : / /  -  m in w a v i - : / / )  *  7 7
I I- ' POI.% • 711 AND COI.% > I T l l l iN  I.OCATI-: 2 2 .  COI.%: I ’ ll I NT I ' S I N O  " / / / / / / / / / / . / / " :  W / / :
WI-ND
l-OII .12% = 1 TO .11% 
e i l t l T . l i  ( W A V I -N I 'M / / ( . I2 % )  , NOMI'I IO IO N A ( .1 2 % )  ) . . 0 1 .  15
NI-XT .12%
MAX A = 0
l-OII .12%  ̂ I IT) .11%
II-' Nl 'MI’IIO'TONA ( .12%)  > MAX A T l l l iN  MAX A = Nl 'MPI IOTONA (.12% )
N l iX T  .12%
AVI-WAVI i//  = (I 
N O I IM I II -  I)
I-OII .12% = I TO  .11%
II-' N I 'M I ’ I IO T O N A ( . l2 % )  '  . H * MAX A T l l l iN
AVIiWAVIi/ /  -  AV IiW AVI■// * N l 'M I ' I IO I  ONA ( .1 2 % )  * WAVIiNI 'M// ( .12% )
NOIIM I / /   ̂ NOIIM I II • Nl IMI’ I IO TON A (.12 % )  
l-I.SI- 
l-NI) I P 
N l iX T  .12%
AVIiWAVIi/ /  -  AVIiWAVIi/ /  /  NOIIM I / /
I .O CATIi  2 2 .  I
I ’ ll I NT U S IN O  " I ’ l-AK / / / / / / / / / / . / / / / / / " :  AVI-W AVI-/ /
I .O CATIi  2 2 .  21
I N I ’HT "SAVI-i DATA" : H l i l ’ I.A $
I I -  I IP P I .Y S  = " Y "  Oil I IP P I . Y S  = " y "  T I I I - N  C O I O  .SAVPDATA
•S'lOP
S A V I iD A T A :
I N P U T  "l- l l . l i  NAMI-i" : P I I . P S
O l ’ l-N " C : \ M P Y P H \ P I S S \ "  * IM l . l iS  POII O U T P U T  AS I I 2 
W II I  TI- / /2  . AVIiWAVIi/ /
POII .12% = I T O  .11%
w i i r r i i  i i 2 . w a v i - : n h m / / ( . i 2 %) . n i i m p i i o t o n a ( . ! 2%)
N I -XT  .12%
Cl.OSl i
OVI il lANDOl i T : 
l )1 0 % (  0 )  = I 
l ) IO % (  I ) = I)
l-' I .ACX = 0 
Ml)% ” 7
CA I. I .  D A S 2 I ) (M D % ,  V A I IP  I I I  ( I) IO % (  I ) ) ) . P I.A C%)
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I I -  l-'I .ACX '■> 0 T I I I -N  I ’ll  I NT " I N S T A I . I .A T  I ON l - I I I IOR / / " .  R . A C * :  ST O P  
* l la  I I o n  e r r o r
l-NI)
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m r i . A H K  sun c i.n is n  (c / / .  • m i .  ■)211. . n i l .  m i// .  m u .  m i l )
l l l -C I,A lii -  F U N C T IO N  FAOTI .X  ( X X )




I ' l l  I N I " .1
I.Pit I N I "
foii m u  - 
l-OII Hell - 
I C)H MM l  
CAI.I. Cl. 
II' I ’ ll - 
FI.SI- 
I ’ll  I NT
211 ■. mu- ,  v
I.I’ll INI
M211: m i l :
l-NI) I P‘ 
N I-XT  m i l  
NI-XT M211 
NI-XT Miff 
I . I ’ll I N I  
I . I ’ll I NT  
I . I ’ll I NT  
I . I ’ ll I NT
11I I .  .12//. . 1 :i//
I .12 .1.1 Ml  M2 Mil"
.11 .12 .1:1 M l  M2 M :i”
- .1111 1 0  .n i l
-.1211 H I  .1 2 II
-- - . n i l  10  .n i l
I ' l i s i K C / / .  . n i l .  .12 //. .1:1/ / .  M l / / .  M 2 / /. m :i / / )
II T I I I -N
C S IN C  " C ( / / . / /  11.11 11.11 ni l . I I  I IH. II till .111-1111.1111111111" : . n i l :  -12 II: . n i l :  M l / / :  M
II
cs  1 Nil " (■ ( //.// n .11 11.11 m i . 11 m i . 11 iih . i n - m i n . n n n i i i r : . n i l :  -12//: -ni t :  m i / / :
( • / /
SCI) CI.I-IISII (CI I .  - I I I I .  J 2 I I .  
DIM VM 1 NT6( ID) . VMAXX( 10) 
DI-I.IA// ■= I
l l ; AIIS < M I I I * M2 II - m i l )  > 
II- .11// - AIIS (Ml//) < -.1
.1:1/ / .  m i / / .  M 2 / / .  m m
II -  A IIS (M 2  / / )
. i: i / /  -  a i i s ( m :i / / )
if 
n-
■ IA% -  2 *
•mix = .n i l  
■)c% = . n i l
•l l)X - . 11 II
.i i -:% -in//
■ii-x - .1:1 II
• ICX  - .11//
• MIX = .11//
•i ix  = .nn 
.1 . 1% -  . 12 II 
•IKX = .12 II 
‘ I ’ ll  I N T  .IA% 
Plt l-FAC I- / /  = 
Plt l-FACI- / /  = 
PI II -FAC F/ /  
I ’l ll-l-ACI-:/ /  -=
piu-faci-:// = 
I ’ l l l - l-ACI- //  -  
’ I ’ ll I N T  Pl t l-FACI- / /
. I 
T l l l iN  
T I II -N  
T I I I -N
T l l l iN  D F I .TA / /  
IJ Ii l .TA// = 0 
DI-iI .TA// = 0 
I IK I.TA / /  = 0
.n i l  
■nil 













. n i l
■nil
, )( '%: J D X :  J !•!%: .JFX: .)(;%: 
P A C I I . & l  J I ) X )  ♦ P A C I I . & ( . ) C X )
.111%: . I I X ;  .1.1%; 
* l-ACTI.M .JO*)
• IKX
I ’ lllil-'ACI-:// *  F A C T I .X ( . l i :% )  *  F A C T I .X - ( . IF X )  
I ’ l I I i l -A t l l i // /  F A t rn . f t  (.1(1%)
Plt l-FACI- / /  /  FACTI.lt- (.111%)
Plt l-FACI- / /  /  F A C T I . M J I X )
I ’ l ll-FACI-:/ /  /  ( F A C T I . S ( . I . I X )  *  FA C Tl .R  ( . IK X )  )
I ’lll-l-ACI-:/ / 
VMI N X ( I ) 
VMI N X ( 2 )  
VM I NX ( I I )  
V M A X X ( I ) 
V M A X % (2 )  
VMAX%( : i)  
V M I NX -
SCJIK I ’ l l l - l-ACI-:/ /)  
- ( . I I / /  - M l / / )  
-(.IIII - .1211 - 
0
. n i l  *  M l n 
. n n  *■ .12// 
mn
m / i )
= .12II *
-- .nn - 
- ,i:i// *■
VMI NX( I )
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V M A X *  « VMA.X*(  I ) 
r< m  k *  -  i t o  :t 
• P H I N T  V M I N * ( K * ) .  V M A X * ( K * 1  
I I '  VM I N% r V M I N * ( K * )  T I I I -N  V M I N *  = V M I N * ( K X )  
I K  V M A X *  '  V M A X X I K * )  T I I I -N  V M A X *  = V M A X * ( K * )  
N I-XT K *
• P H I  NT V M I N * .  V M A X *
SUM II =- (1
l-Olt V * -  V M I N *  TO V M A X *
• I A *  - .12// ‘ • I 'Ml * M l II -  V *
. I I I *  - - I I / /  - M l / / ♦ V *
.1C*  - V *
• I D *  =- .1 'Ml - - I I II • .12 II -  V *
• I K *  -- ■ ) 'MI  * m :i // - V *
J K *  - V *  * -i i II - -12II - m:i //
■ P I I I N I ' . I A * : j n » : . !(•%: . i d * : . I K * :  . I K *
l-AKK 17/ = l - A C T U M - I A X )  * K A ( T I . * (  .111*1 /  ( PACT I .ft ( . ) ( ’* )  *  KACTI.ft ( .11 )* )  * P A C T U M - I K  
K A C T I . M  . IP X )  )
• I ’ ll  I N I '  l-AKK 17/
SUM// t  SUM II > ( - 1 )  ' ( V *  * .1211 > M U / / )  *  l-'AKKT//
NKXT V *
(' / /  -  D I - I . IA / /  * PIIKKACK// * SUM II 
KNI) SUII
I -U N C T IO N  KACTI.K- ( XX)
PIIODX ■= I
l-'OH .IX -  I T O  X *
PIIOIIR -  PIIODR * -IX 
N I-XT  -IX
l - 'ACn.X  = PltOIIA
l-NI) I -U N C T IO N
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i>im .1.13(2 . : t i .  s o i i t i i d . m . i ) . ca n i> . i (2 .  i .  20)
DATA i ..  r., .  r.. ii . - .  r>..  r.. i .
DATA i , . r,, .  r,. i . - .  s . •. r>. - .3
DATA ,(i
DA'IA i . r>, i ..  r.. .  r>. - 1. .  r.. i 12
DATA ii
DATA l . r.. i ,.  r,. i . r,. - 1. - . s - 1
DATA - !)*»!!. (1. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . (1. (I
CIS
I’ll INI k "
I’ll INI' "-•II .Ml |T |.I2 ,M2>
I’lll Nl'
I’ll INI'
INPUT " 3 1.M1": 3 1. Ml
INPUT " k , <|" : K . 0
INPOT " 32.M2” : 32. M2
. i. i. i ( i . i ) = .M 
.1.1.1 ( 1 . 2 )  -  K 
,1,1.1 ( I . : i )  = .12 
.1.1.1 ( 2 . I )  = - M l  
.1 .1 .1(2 .  2 )  -  (J 
,1 .1 .1 (2 .  I! )  -  M2
C I I S I ( I N %  = ( - I ) ■ ( . n  * K * .12 )
S U M  =• ( - I ) ' ( .11 -  M l )
MAIIKU11%  ̂ I
SOI! IT'D.I ( I ) = .11
s n i n m i m  - k 
s o h t u p . i c u  = .12
i i - s o n it io .j ( 1) < s o u n d ) . ) ( 2 )  t i i u n  sw ap  s o n i h d .j ( 1 ) .  s o n t t :i u ( 2 )
I P  S O R T I i l ) 3 ( 2 )  < S O R T H D 3 ( 3 )  T l l l iN  SWAP SORTli l) .)  ( 2 ) . SOR'I 'U l). l ( 3 )
I P  SO I IT I iD . I  ( 1 ) < SOI! I l iD . I  ( 2 ) T l l l iN  SWAP SOI1TUD3 ( I ) . SOIM  lil>.) ( 2 )
SCTtli l iN !)
C I.S
ON K l i V ( l )  ( IOSOII CYCT.Ii 
ON K l i Y ( 2 )  (,'O.SOII P I . I P  
ON KliY ( 3 ) OOSl 'll NIIC.M 
ON Kl iY ( I ^ ) ( IO SOII  l . l iP T Y  
ON Kl iY  ( 1 3 )  (IOSOII 111 H i  
ON K l i Y ( I I )  ( IOSOII P I N I S I I
K liY ( I ) ON 
KliY ( 2 ) ON 
KliY ( 3 )  ON 
KliY ( 1 2 )  ON 
KliY ( I I I )  ON 
KliY ( ( I ) ON
I .O C A TIi  H ,  I
I ’ ll  I N T  " P I  CY O I . I i "
P R I N T  " P 2  P I . I P  MAHKI il)  U N I I1 Y  "
P R I N T  " l ;3 N l iC A T I i  I IO IT O M  IIOW"
P R I N T  " I T  UNI)"
P R I N T  " T A I l l . l i  UN I'll I US : "
SO HTIiD . I  ( I ) = .11 
S O IIT I iD . I  ( 2 ) = K 
SOUI 'l iD .)  ( 3 )  = 3 2
IP' SO I IT I iD . I  ( I ) < SO I IT I iD . I  ( 2 ) T l l l iN  SWAP SO IIT I iD . I  ( 1 ) . S O I IT I ID . I  ( 2 )
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i r  soit i i:u.f < 2 ) 








soim  ( : i) 
soim  m i  (2 )




= CAMI1.J ( I 
:i. CAM)*) 
INI(CAND* 
II .11 II. II
TIII-N SWA I’ 
TIII-N SWAI’
SOIM l-D.) ( 2 ) . 
SOIM l-l),I ( I ) .
s o h t i - d -k  : i)
SOU 11-11.1(2)
CAND.) ( I . 
CANI).I ( 2 .
> -(M il 
(,‘ANI).I ( I .
( ‘AND.I ( 2 ,
CANll.J ( 2 ,
I . CAND*)
T I I I -N
/  * 1 . 1) .  I * (CAND* - I )
II . H ) "  : CANI).I ( I . I . CAN!)*)
. CANI)*) .
. C A N I)*).
. (.‘A N D * )
AND S 0 IM I-I).I(2 )
.'I.
/  1 . 1 ), I ( (’AND* - I )1 * I NT ( ( ’AND*
1 » I NT ( CANI)* /  1 . 1 ) .  1 * (('AND* - I )  ‘
" di l l .  II l l l l . II llll .11)” : CAN!).) ( 2 . 1 . CAN!)*) :
I
20
('AND.! ( I .
20
20
CANI).I ( 2 .
CANI).I ( 1 .  
CANI).I ( I . 
CANI).! ( 2 . 
CANI).I ( I .  
ii-- so im i:d.i ( i ) 
l - D . I C I )  = CANI).I  ( I 
I .O CA TIi  11 * 1 
DIM NT I ' S I  NO
1,  . I ,  C A N I ) * )  
I .O CA TIi  1 5 t 
l’l( I NI " (
I.OCATIi ID *
DIM NT I ' S I  NO
2. ( I ,  C A N I ) * )
( 'A N D *  -  C A N I I *  *
l i l .S l i  
l-NI) I D
WIiNI)
( 'A N D *  = ( 'A N D *  -  I
OOSI'I! NliWSCIIIiliN




Kl% - 0 
MATCH* = 0
w i i i i .i ; m a tc h *  = n a n d  km*  <= c a n d *
MATCH* = I 
KI % = K l *  * I 
l-OII l<2* = I TO 2 
dor  ic ix  = i to :i






= CAND.I ( I . 2 . CANI)*) AND SOIM
2 , CA N D *); CAND.I (
C A M )*): CAND.I (
TllliN
I I ” -, K
II .11 . l l l l  .11) T  \H  .11,1)11 , l l >  .11:  M l :
l l l l ” : Q
ID  MATCH* = I 
I.OCATIi 1 . I 
DIM NT I IS I NO 
DIM N T I IS I NO 
DIM NT I IS I NO 
I.OCATIi ii, 27
DIM NT OS I NO " llll SQR( ll l l/ IIII ) < I ! T J !  ̂ : 
. 1 . K l * ) ) - .  AIIS (CAND.I ( 2 .  1 . K l * ) )
I .DIM NT OS I NO " I I ";  K
I.DIM N'T OSINO “ ' I I .  II, ll l l.  U \T  \ I I . H . l l l l . Il>
i.on i n t  o s in o  •• mi  son i n n / m i  ) < : ;  r ; ;
. I ( l .  1.  K l * ) ) :  AIIS (CAND.I ( 2 ,  1 , K l * ) )




SON ( S I ON* * CAND.I) I .  1 . K l * ) ) ;  AIIS ( CAND.I ( I
: . I I :  Ml :  .12; M2;
SON (S I ON* * CAND.) ( I 1 . K l * ) ) ;  AIIS ( CANI)
I.OCATIi I . I 
DIM NT OSINO ” 
DIM NT OSINO ' 
DIM N'T OSINO " 
I.OCATI- I . 21 
DIM N'T OSINO "
I I” ; K
- I I .  I I .  II I I.  II \ T  l l l . l l . n i l . i l
l l l l”
’ : .11; Ml: .12: M2 
( 11.11 11.11 11. 11) .1.1.111, I ) :  .).!.)( I .  2 ) ;  .1.1.1 ( I . :i)
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I .OCA IF 2 .  21
PIIINT I'SINC " -  l l l l  ( ) - IM 'l! '-  SICNX
I.OCATF :i. 2 1
PIIINT I'SINC " l l l l l  ■ II  l l l l - l l  I I H - I I )  "I I ) :  .1.1.1(1
I .OCATI- 2 .  (2H > S * MAHKr-:it%)
I’ll INI :
IIFII'HN
C Y C I .F :
SWAP .1.1.1 ( I . I ) . .M.l ( I . 2)
SWAP J . l . l  ( 2 .  I ) . .1.1.1 ( 2 .  2 )
SWAP .1.1.1 ( I . II) . .1.1.1 ( I . 2)
SWAP .1,1.1(2. II) . -I l l ( 2 . 2 )
CUSHIl NFWSPIIFFN 
IIP 11'UN
P I . I P :
I F  MAIIKFIC/. = 
SWAP .1.1.1 ( I . 
•I.l.l ( 2 .SWA I 
l i l .S li  
SWAP .1.1.1 ( 1 
SWAP .1.1.11 2 ,  
l-NI) I F
s i c n t . -  s u m  ♦
CO SI 'I I  NPWSI 'I IPPN  
I IF T I ' I IN
:i T l l l iN  
I ). .1.1.1 ( I . 
I) . .1.1.1 ( 2 .
M A I IK F H X )  . 




.i.i.i ( I , 
,1.1,112,




N F C M :
.1.1.1(2. I ) -  -.1 .1.1(2. I )
.1.1.1 ( 2 , 2 )  = 1.1 .1 (2 . 2 )
.1.1.112. (1) = -.1.1.112. (I)
S I C N *  = S IC N IS  » C I I S I C N X  
C O SI 'I I  NFWSCITFFN 
I IF T I ' I IN
I .F F T Y  :
MAIIKFIIT, -  M AItK Fira  - I 
I F  M A H K I i l t *  < I TI IPN MAIIKF.11% = 3 
CO SIII I  N FWSPIIF FN  
I IF T I ' I IN
I I I  TP:
MAIIKFH% = MAIIKPI I% * I 
I F  M AI IK PI IX  > 3 TI IPN MAHKFHX = I 
CO SI 'I I  NPWSCIIPPN  
I IF T I ' I IN
F I N I S H :  
C O I O  F I N  I 
I IF T I ' I IN  
F I  N I :
PNI)
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